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POLICE BRUTALITY
The entire Memphis community wants to know,
and soon, when the shooting, cursing, beating Mem-
phis police are going to be curbed — when their bru-
tality will no longer go unabated by responsible
officials. The community demands that appropriate
action be taken. These law enforcement officers, ac...
cused of wanton brutality against Negroes and whites
should stand trial; trial in some form, by a civilian
review board, or a police-civilian review board. Let
there be Negroes on this proposed board to tpiestion
and stand in judgment of the officers.
"Memphis the City of Progress" could be a cruel
joke uttered by the misguided as long as police bru-
tality is tolerated by her "progressive citizens."
The Negro community is weary of Mississippi
and Alabama who, we claim are not as enlightened
as Tennesseans. However, for Memphis which claims to
be core enlightened, more judicious and more racially
tolorant, this is the darkest of blots on the city record.
When the law is used to exercise and then excuse
the manifestations of psychotic prejudices, then we re-
vert to living within the jungles of men's minds.
NAACP Asks Armour To
Investigate Beatings
The Memphis branch of the
NAACP this week filed three
complaints with Commissioner
Claude A. Armour on behalf
of persons who accused po-
lice of brutally beating them,
"two of whom showed evidence
of drastic measures."
The victims included Clinton
Roy Jamerson, 21, of 1397
Davis st., a LeMoyne college
senior; Tom Scott, Jr., of 1338
Nicholas st., an employee of
the Defense Depot Memphis
and student at Owen college;
and Prince Albert Burkett, 25,
of 905 East Mallory, a truck
driver for Malone and Hyde
Wholesale Grocers.
In a letter to Commissioner
Armour. Mrs. Maxine A.
Smith, executive secretary of
the branch, stated, "From re-
cent complaints, it seems that
a problem that we thought
was improving, is presenUy
taking a turn in the other direc-
tion.
"In our opinion, we can see
no reason for men the size of
the complainants to be beaten
to such a state by two police
officers. Citizens of Memphis
are becoming gravely con-
cerned about these occur-
rences," she concluded, "and
we therefore urge investigation
and necessary measures to
end this type of abuse."
Mr. Jamerson was arrested
on Sunday morning, March 26„
while at a Harlem House res-
taurant at Chelsea and Tunica.
He accused a Negro police-
man of having beaten him
after inviting him outside the
establishment. Mr. Jamerson
said he had angered the po-
liceman, Patrolman W. M.
moseley, eater the officer
leaned over his shoulder for a
light and he let the match fall
into an ashtray.
The student later had the
officer and his white partner,
Patrolman, J. F. Wilson, ar-
rested on charges of assault
and battery. They were found
not -guilty during a two-day
trial held in City Court on
Thuriday and Friday afternoon
before a courtroom overflowing
with policemen and students.
Mr. Scott said that on the
day of March 28, he was parked
in a no parking zone of Thomas
st. chatting with a friend when
two officers pulled up on motor-
cycles and asked him for his
driver's license.
One officer, he complained,
asked him for his address, and
when he stated that it was the
same as appeared on his driv-
er's license, he was told, "Don't
be smart, boy," and warned!
that he could be arrested for
disorderly conduct.
Mr. Scott said that he was
beaten, his car's locked glove
compartment broken into, and
his school books tossed on the
floor of his car.
A squad car was called, he
said, and he was arrested. The
following day he was fined a
total of $55 for disorderly con-
duct and standing in a no
parking zone.
Mr. Burkett's complaint was
based upon incidents which oc-
curred on the night of March
16, after police came to his
borne and accused him of hav-
ing run a red light a block and
a half from his home at a
speed of 70 miles an hour.
After he told officers to either
give him a ticket and let him
go inside his home or arrest
him and take him to jail, he
said the officers used filthy
language in the presence of
his wife, and then beat him
with nightsticks.
Postmen To Be Feted
At Recognition Dinner
A Recognition Banquet, hon-
oring the recent promotion of
employees in the Memphis
Post Office will be sponsored
by the local chapter of the
National Alliance of Postal and
Federal Employees, Friday
night at 7:30 p.m., April 14th,
at the Chisca Plaza Hotel.
Among the honorees at the
banquet will be Acting. Post
master, Mr. Lytle' Sims, Wil-
liam F. Owen, assistant gener-
al superintendent of mail;
Kenneth Whalum, chief hearing
officer -investigator; James
Curtis, general superintendent
of mail; Felton Earle, chief
*theme and routing officer;
Walter B. Neal, assistant gen-
eral superintendent of Mail,
(D. S.). Robert Hooks, fore-
man. and Dale Tomlinson, su-
perintendent of the DeSoto Sta-
tion.
Persons wishing to attend the
banquet may send checks of
$4.00 each to the following
chapter members, who may
be reached by telephone as
follows: H a ywood Nichols,
948-5076; Richard McCloud, 948-
5396; Thomas Snyder 398-1379,
James Stokes, 323-7290, Mrs.
Ernestine Yotmg, co-chairman,
948-6963; and C. L. Mitchell,
President, 323-2425.
Checks should be made pay-
able to Memphis Bluff City
Branch of the NAPFE, in care
of James W. Stokes, Jr., 1553
Pendleton Street, Memphis,
Tennessee 38114.
A nationally-known leader in
the postal field will be the fea-
tured speaker at the Recogni-
tion Banqtlet. The local chap-
ter of the organization has
earned a favorable reputation
for its contributions to local
charities and its interest in
civic affairs. The Recognition
Banquet is a project In line
with the organization's long-
standing policy of contributing
to community progress by the
recognition of outstanding indi-
viduals.
COBRA CO Ad H HON-
ORED — L. C. Gordon,
left, coach of the Carver
15c
High School Cobra basket-
ball team, is seen accept-
ing a plaque from Floyd
Universal Managers
Attend Mid-April
Thirty-eight branch mana-
gers, of Universal Life Insur
ance company will meet in two
divisional conferences sched-
uled for mid-April.
Managers in the Western and
Southern Areas will meet in
Fort Worth, Texas April 14-
15. The Downtowner Motor Inn
will be Conference headquar-
ters. The Northeastern and
Virginia areas will meet at the
Holiday Inns in Richmond April
21-22.
The theme of the conferences
is "Developing Top Flight
Agency Personnel," Director of
Agencies G. T. Howell will
conduct the sessions, assisted
by Training Director H. A.
Caldwell. The Fort Worth meet-
ing will also have W. J. Irons,
assistant agency director in
charge of the Southern Area,
and L. B. Sims, assistant agen-
Garrison, business mana-
ger of the Brothers Inc., a
social organization, during
the group's annual dance.
Memphian Among
Top Electronic
Meets students At Base
To
cy director for the Western
Area.
I Assistant Agency Directors
j J. J. Johnson, Northeastern
Area, and J. B. Williams, Vir-
ginia Area. will be on the pro-1
gram in Richmond.
Special features of both con-
ferences will be the participa-
tion of H. A. Gilliam. Sr., sec-
ond vice-president — person-
nel administrator, who for 15
years headed Universal Life's,
Agency Department.
Mrs. Helen H. Bowen. newly
appointed agency secretary
will also participate in the pro-
grams of both Conferences.
The Fort Worth Conference
embraces managers from Mis-
sissippi, Louisiana, Texas and
California. Managers from Ten-
nessee, Oklahoma, Missouri,
Arkansas and Virginia will at-
tend the Richmond meeting.
Patterson To
Campaign
Against Ditches
State Representative J. 0.
Patterson, Jr., said this week
that he will lead out in a cam-
paign to have bayous and
open sewers closed to prevent
further drownings of young
children.
The promise came following
the death last Friday night of
George Ralph McIntosh, seven,
of 507 N. Seventh st., who
drowned in a drainage ditch
near Fourth and Sycamore at.
The youngster slipped be-
neath the water about 6 p.m.,
while he was wading with two
friends, Henry Anderson and
Fred Taylor, both seven, of 234
Auction. His body was recov-
ered two hours later.
Mr. Patterson is calling upon
citizens to sign petitions asking
the City Commission to either
put fences around these areas,
or enclose them.
Airman Third Class George
E. Puckett, son of Mr. and
'Mrs. Joe Adair et
dale, has been cited for his
"outstanding academin per-
formance" in the study of elec-
tronics at Kessler AFB, Miss.
In a letter from
ward M. Brennan,
Major Ed-
USAF, the
GEORGE E. PUCKETT
He said it is almost impos-
sible to keep children away
from the open drainage ditches,
and consequently a number be-
tween the ages of six and ten
have been drowned in recent
Man Slain In Pistol
Duel With Neighbor
A 32-year-old man was shot
to death in a duel with a wom-
an, an elderly man beaten to
death with a baseball bat, and
three women shot in incidents
which occurred in Memphis
over the past weekend.
The victim in the duel was
Willie James Williams of 895
Kentucky, who was shot in the
left chest and left hip by Mrs.
Rose Hudson, 38. of 964 Flori-
da st., about 8 p.m. Friday.
Officers said that the victim
got into a fight with his girl
friend, Mrs. Ola Mae Johnson,
and that she ran over to the
home of Mrs. Hudson in an ef-
fort to escape him.
When Mrs. Hudson refused
to admit him to her home, he
began shooting, and bullets hit
the woman in the left hip an
right hand.
Mrs. Hudson returned the
fire, and the victim died before
he could be brought to the
hospital.
Following her recovery from
wounds she received in the
duel. Mrs. Hudson will be
charged with murder, police
said.
years. George Johnson, 63, died on
Sunday, April 2. from head
Lane Will Speak
At Council Meet
head with a baseball bat by
William Vaughan, 44, of 118
Gaines Alley.
Witnesses told officers that
Johnso n, who lived at 128
Gaines Alley, and Vaughan
were involved in an argument
before the victim was struck
with the bat. Johnson was
carried to John Gaston hospital
in critical condition.
Vaughan has been charged
with murder.
Phillip Tucker of 568 Alston.
Apt. 1, has been charged on
two counts with assault to mur-
der in the shooting of his
wife, Mrs. Ora Lee Tucker, 26,
and Mrs. Sarah Johnson, 24,
of the same address, following
an argument which erupted in
their apartment last Saturday
morning at 10.
Tucker reportedly accused
his wife of mistreating him,
and when Mrs. Johnson came
to her defense, he became vice
lent and began firing at both.
Mrs. Tucker was struck in
the right shoulder, and Mrs.
Johnson was hit in the back.
Both women are in John Gas-
ton hospital in serious condi-
tion.
Tucker has been charged on
injuries received on Saturday, two counts of assault to mur-
April 1, when struck in the der.
Commissioner Hunter Lane,
Jr., will discuss the new hous-
ing codes when he addresses
the Bluff City and Shelby Coun-
ty Council of Civic Clubs at the
Sarah Brown branch of the
YWCA on Sunday, April 9, at
4:30 p.m.
Frank Kilpatrick, president
of the organization, says that
the remarks of Commissioner
Lane will be important to every
homeowner in the city.
The public is invited to at-
tend the meeting.
airman was told that his grades
during the first six weeks of
instruction placed him with the
upper seven percent of the
class.
NO FANCY 111AINTER AP-
PAREL was Ms, ayed hi.
Rev. Claude Smith, pastor
of Prospect Park Baptist
Church, and family mem
berg when they arrived at
the church at 2376 Hernan-
do rd. for services on Eas
er morning. Rev. Smith
said he uses the method to
impress the congregation
that Easter "meanie more
than fancy clothes and a
pretty new hat." Rev
Smith, who has come to
church dressed in denims
NI two prelillen years, was
joined by Wie family this
year in the project which
taste?! during th e morn-
ing. From left are Rev.
Smith bolding Gary. two;
Doe, 16; Claude Jr., six:
Jacquelyn. eight; Alice
Letters of "favorable commu-
nication," he was told, "are
merited by an exemplary atti-
tude and extraordinary ef-
fort."
The airman is a graduate of
Mitchell High school, class of
1963. He was a student at
Morehouse in Atlanta for two
years and at LeMoyne college
for one
the Air
Officers Cleared Of
Assault On Student
Charges of assault and bat-
tery against two Memphis po-
licemen were dismissed last
Friday afternoon on the second
day of a hearing held in City
Court with Judge Bernie Wein-
man presiding.
The officers were arrested
after warrants were sworn out
by Clinton R. Jamerson, a 21-
year-old LeMoyne college sen-
ior sociology major, on Mon-
day, March 27. He was repre-
sented in court by Atty. Walter
L. Bailey.
The two policemen were Pa-
trolmen W. M. Moseley, 35, al
Negro; and J. F. Wilson, 28
white, partners in a squad car
w
 
a Chelsea and Tu-
nica 
Civil Defensehich cam trestaurante to a Harlem House& 
on Sunday morning,
March 26. shortly after 1 a.m.
Mr. Jamerson told how Pa-
trolman Moseley had leaned
over his shoulder in the res- Held At Library
taurant with an unlighted cig-
arette toward a match that
was dropped into an ash tray,
andyear before entering: then 
invited him outside
wnere the victim was asked aForce, few questions and beaten.
Mr. Jamerson said he was
transported to Armour Station
where the beatings continued,
with Officer Wilson and a lieu-
tenant joining with Officer
Moseley in the assault upon
him.
In court, the student dis-
played bruises on his legs and
other parts of his body which
he said were inflicted by the
officers, and introduced as evi-
dence blood-spattered clothing
he was wearing at the time
of his arrest.
Six witnesses, including a re-
cently returned soldier from
Vietnam, took the stand on be-
half of Mr. Jamerson and de-
scribed what they said ap-
peared to have been an un-
provoked beating.
During a cross examination
by Atty. Ed Smith, counselor
for the officers, some of the
witnesses admitted they had
police records, ranging from
shop lifting to car thefts. One
witness confessed that be had
been asked to stay away from
the restaurant because of trou-
ble he had caused.
Two waitresses appeared
on behalf of the officers and
said that Mr. Jamerson had a
"glassy-eyed" condition be-
fore he was asked to step out-
side and was arrested.
They also testified, before
Judge Weinman cleared the
officers, that some of the wit-
nesses who claimed to have
been present at the time of the
incident were not present.
Fa VP. four; Sheila, 14, and
Mrs. Smith, as they arrived
in a 19311 Model A Ford,
loaned to the pastor for the
occasion. Rev. Smith said
the congregation is rapidly
expanding is the church ad-
jacent to Interstate 2.55.
•
Classes To Be
The women of the White
Station community are spon-
soring a Civil Defense Adult
Education Course to begin
Tuesday. April 11, 1967, and
continue each Tuesday even-
ing through May 9.
Classes will be held at the
Memphis Public Library, 258
S. NcLean Blvd., from 7:30 to
10:00 P.M.
Afternoon classes will also
be held from 12:30 to 3:00
o'cick at the Memphis Public
Library, 258 S. McLean Blvd.,
starting Wednesday, April 12,
1967, and each succeeding
Wednesday afternoon through
May 10.
The purpose of the course
is to acquaint the public with
the need for Civil Defense and
preparation for survival in the
event of a nuclear attack.
Anyone who wishes to enroll
in this informative course
should contact Mrs. R. G.
Bone, instructor, telephone
683-2657 or your local Civil
Defense office, telephone
527-8431.
AME Missionary Group
To Meet In Brunswick
The West Tennessee Confer-
ence Branch Missionary Society
of the AME church will hold
its quarterly meeting on Satur-
day. April 8, at Wright's Chapel
AME church at 4591 Bruns-
wick rd., Brunswick, Tenn.,
starting at 11 a.m.
Rev. T. C. Bolton, pastor of
Noah Chapel AME church,
will deliver the message. Mu-
sic will be furnished by young
people from Noah. Wright's
and Greer Chapels. Clayborn
Temple, New Tyler, Payne
Chapel, St. John, Mt. Siani,
Greenwood and Prospect
churches.
I Mrs. Jacquelin* Hardia,
Young People's department
area chairman, will he In
charge.
All missionary ladies and
friends are urged to attend,
along with presiding elders and
ministers.
Persons who are planning to
attend the qoadrennail meeting
In Pittsburgh, Pa., on June 16,
should be prepared to make
reservations for bus and hotel
accommodations.
Mrs. Hattye L. Harrison is
area chairman, and Mrs. Rutha
Pegues secretary.
Rev. Noah Holmes will Ise
host pastor for the meeting on
Saturday.
• I •
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Circle
April 3rd
on
 
caleynogra r
This could be the start of
something big!
Mone
isn't
everyt ing
Come April 3rd
and you'll find Oki
why!
If you're
thinking o
moving
next wee
call it off...
April 3rd is B-day
Who said
ou had no
ara s n
Just wcurti f e week
of April 3rd...
QWvii
love
childre
but they're just not
eligible...better break the
news to them gently!
Now.
The good everywhere
credit carcl.
••••
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 15?
BANKAMERICARD
AUTHORIZED SIGNATURES •
JOHN DOE
12/131 BAC
001 123 456 189
This is it.
The week First National intro-
duces BankAmericard, the new buy-
word for Greater Memphis and the
Mid-South.
BankAmericard is more useful
and convenient than other credit cards
because it's all-purpose. You can use
it in any type of retail establishment—
stores, restaurants, service stations,
even doctors' offices—for almost
every kind of product or service.
It's the only "good everywhere"
card, too! Good all around Greater
Memphis. And in other parts of the
country...coast to coast, in fact.
However, unlike other "prestige"
credit cards, you pay nothing to get
BankAmericard. There are no yearly
membership dues. No service charges
either, if you pay within the regular
billing period.
And think of the convenience!
With BankAmericard you carry only
one card. Receive only one bill (no
matter how many purchases you make
in how many different places). And
you write just one check. So you save
money as well as time. That's some-
thing to think about too!
You don't have to be a First
National customer to own a Bank-
Americard. So make sure you get
yours. No one should be without
BankAmericard, another people.
service from First National Bank.
W.1414 ThWitail KOK* MUM DPW ,Posuiuma canoeing@
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 131*
OF MEMPHIS
• *4.
Some of the progressive merchants who welcome BankAmericard are listed on the opposite page. The list is growing daily.
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Here are some of the '""4
progressive retail merchants
who will honor BankAmericard.
More are joining every day.
AIR CONDITIONING
AA lottery & Air Conditioning Unite
Central Appliance Co.
AIRCRAFT REPAIR
Deseret Airport', Inc.
Helicopter Air Taxi
liti•Air. Inc
Memphis Aent Corporation
Memphis Flying Sisrvic•, Inc.
AIRCRAFT CHARTER & RENTAL
Desoto Airpork
Helicopter Air Tani
bliAir, Inc.
Memphis Awe Corporation
Illeraphis Flying Service, Inc.
AIRLINE COMPANIES
American Airlines
belle Airlines
!astern Airlines, Inc.
United Airlines
ALTERATIONS
IIlurk in Tailors
Imperial Pine Men's Woo,
Art Kobokoff Custoin Tailor
The Needle
Marmon the Tailor
AMUSEMENTS & RECREATION
fairway Golf Rang*
Front Street Theatre, Inc.
Lakeland Pork
Memphis Arts Council
Memphis Memorial Stodiuns
Memphis State University--.
Ticket Sales
Mid•South Coliseums
Orbit Raceways, Inc
ANTIQUES
Cleo Bartholomew, Artliquits,
Interiors and Imports
Creative Arts
Robert Crump & Co., Inc.
The finishing Touch
Julius Goodman & Son
Hancock House
Selley•Haynes FurnituraCo.
The Old colony Shop
, Williams L. Pon k ey & Co.
Sister's Antiques
Sowell Carpet Service
Tom Wells Interiors
The White Elephant
APPUANCES
A. J. Electronics
Sc. Furniture Co.
AVINIfitan Refrigeration & Air
Conditioning Co.
fatelerson Appliances
Appliance Bargain Center
Appliance Repair Center
• F Furniture Co.
Bert Bailey Furniture & Applianate
Raker Furniture Co.
Best Hardware & Appliances, Inc.
Prank Black Appliance Co.
Bob's Furniture Co.
Burns Television & Appliance CO.
C & S Soles
Cel-Max, Inc
Control Appliance Co.
-Chelsea Furniture & Appliance, MC.
'Consumer's Service Store
!Dink's Television A Appliances
!Ctownings Feed &Appliances
Era Furniture Co.
"firestoms Dealer Star-
Georgian Hills Furniture Co.
Gibbons Furniture Co.
• Roy Good Furniture & Hardware
Hoorn *Furnihire &Appliance Co., Inc.
Hensley Furniture & Appliance Co.
Hewlett & Dunn Hardware Co.
Flolerrion Appliance Co.
Haus* of Chrome
Howard's Furniture A Appliance Co.,
Inc.
Harry Hungerford Tires
J & J Furniture & Appliances
J. & I.. Furniture Co,
Ninon Appliance Co.
John's Furniture Co.
James C. Jones Appliance Service
Kiandyke Furniture & Appliance CO.
Lorry's Furniture & Applicseces
N. S. Loket Furniture Co.
Memphis Gas & Electric Appliaece
Service Co.
Silly Mills Carpets, inc.
Dick Moore, Inc.
Mooris Furniture & Applionter
Nu•Tren Corp.
People's Furniture Co.,
Inc. of Memphis
Pepper Soles Co.
Posey Furniture & Appliance Co.
I H. Priddy Appliance Sales & Service
Progressive Hardware & Appliance Co.
Raleigh Western Auto Associate
Store
elhodies-Jennings furniture Co.
Bowsey Furniture & Appliance Oh
Imsfeuels Furniture Co.
Maurice Scheinberg Appliance &
Furniture Co.
Me &roger Co.
Southern Hardware & Supply Cee
T. V. Soles Co., Inc.
Term City Furniture Co., Inc.
Trans-Southern Furniture, Inc.
Vaughn Furniture A Appliance Co.
Village Decorator
Wages Furniture A Appliances
Wallace Furniture Co.
VAistern Auto Associates Store
Wigglishistions Appliance &
Furniture Co.
E. E. Willis Furniture Co.
APPLIANCE REPAIRING
Appliance Repair Center
Comp Electric Company
Frtryser Appliance Service
Ames C. Jones Appliance Service
Martin Appliance Service
Memphis Gas & Electric Appliance
Service Co.
Mitchell's Repair Shop
Morris Hardware
Peel's Television A Appliorice Smoke
B. H. Priddy Appliance Soles &
Service
Wilson Electric Co.
ART GAU.IRIES
The Geller,'
Tern Martin'
ART SUPPLIES
Art & Hobby Center
Brush & /*mil Studio
Campbell Blue Print & Supply Co., Its.
Memphis Blue Print A Supply Co.
The Village Bazaar
ARTIFICIAL PLO/IRS
Plerfic Flowers of Memphis
AUTO AIR CONDITIONING
Avec. Air Coeslifiersing Cm. Inc.
P & S Automotive Service
LH Smith Meters
Weed's Bros. aerate
AUTO RENTAL
Sedge* Net-A-Car
Carl Corse* Car & Truck lintel, Inc.
John T. Fisher Meier Co., Inc.
Peyton & Wales Car & Trink
Rent& Cit, Inc.
Reetels Corder, Inc.
AUTO UPNO&STIRERS
Aterky's Avis Upliolslery
King's *role Upholstery
Preleesieroel AA, INN, Shop
Sreiley's AN• UpbelsIery
AUTOMOTIVE PARIS
A accnsoinis
Alrovem Ao• & Reilleter Service
Andrews Oldsmobile C. . Inc.
Araisn's Aisle Ports
ArsteroMiee Parts--0.• of Morello
Battery Inc.
Jett Saints Feed, Inc
Miff City Owlet Cs.
Weber Berth Cterotr•
DAMN AN* Pert. Co.
Clertean.Asekt Pert.
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS
& ACCESSORIES (Cent.)
Consumer's Service Store
Courtesy Rambler, Inc.
Firestone Dealer Store
John T. Fisher Motor Co.
Flowers Auto Supply Co.
Preys*, Auto Pons
Garrett Auto Ports & Motor Rebuilders
George's Home & Auto Store
Glenn's Firestone Horns' & Auto
Supply
Holbert Auto Ports, Inc.
Hawkins Auto Electric
Hodge-Morgan Auto Ports
Hoehn Chevrolet Co.
Hughey Auto Parts, Inc.
Hull-Dobbs Co.
Chuck Hutton Co.
Import Auto Service, Inc.
Import Cars, Inc
Mike Johnson Auto Supply Co.
Jones Imports, Inc.
Kisbor Auto Ports
leeway Auto Ports & Supplies
Soles, Inc.
Mac's Auto Parts
Madison Cadillac, Inc.
McKee•Moog Spring Co.
Memphis Automatic TronsesisSiO0 Co.
Memphis Speed Shop
Miller-grown Auto Ports
Montgomery Auto Supply Co.
Bob Morrow Ford Sales, Inc.
Mustin Auto Ports
National Auto Parts
Pickard -Scott Rambler Sales. Inc.
Pierce Motor Co.
Poplar Dodge Co.
Joe Privette Motors, Inc.
Raleigh Western Auto AlsOCi01111StOr•
0. K. Tire Store
Oakley Motor Co.
Ozburn Abston & Co. of Merephis Int
P & S Automotive Service
Curtis Person Chevrolet Co.
Pierce Ford, Inc.
Pryor Oldsmobile Co.
David M. Rosenberg Auto Supply Co.
Jo. Schaeffer Motors
Schilling Parkway Motors, Inc.
Schilling Motors, Inc.
Scott Motor & Ports Co.
Semmes Plymouth, Inc.
Bill South Motors
Bill Spero' Chrysler•Plymaath,
Thrifty Auto Parts
Union Chevrolet Co.
John Walls Automotive Sonic*
Weiss Auto Ports
Western Auto Associates Store
White's Auto Store
Wood's Bros. Garage
Wright Auto Parts
- 
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR—GENERAL
AA lottery & Air Conditioning Service
AAA Service
A & B Garage
Allen Alinement
Allmon Auto Service
Andrews Oldsmobile CO., In&
Atlas Garage & Body Shop
J. J. Austin Auto Service, Inc.
Battery Warehouse, Inc-
iting Beesley
Jock billings Ford, Inc.
Sill's Garage
Bluff City Buick Co..
Waller Burch Garage
Burkhead-Raiford Automobile Sep*
C 1 0 Garage
Central Car Core
Central Motor Exchange, Inc.
Chelsea Auto Parts Co.
Clork•'s Auto Service
Cleaves Auto Ports
Bill Collier Auto Service
Collierville Auto Sales
Collins Radiator Service
Commercial Radiator Werke
Cross Garage
Dacus Auto & Truck Service
Day's Body Shop
Delia Body Shop
Div ie Auto Body Works
Ferguson's Auto Service
Fro”er Radiator & Electric SelliCle
Fuller Alinement Service
Garrett Ault) Ports & Motor
Rebuilders
Gerlach Coracle
Holbert Auto Parts, Inc.
Hattley's Auto Service, Inc.
Hawkins Auto Electric
Haynes Garage
Hill Auto Repair
Hoehn Chevrolet Co.
Houlikon's Garage
Will-Dobbs Co.
Harry Hungerford Tires
Check Hutton Co.
Import Auto Service, Inc.
Joss Auto Service
Robby Jones Auto Service
Jones Imports, Inc.
Lamar 0. K. Tire Store
Lamb's Auto Service, Inc.
Madison Cadillac, Inc.
Monley's Alternator Semite
Memphis Tune-Up Center
Midas Muffler Shops
Moore & Clements Radiator Service
Morgan Tire Store
Bob Morrow Ford Sales, Inc.
Oakley Motor Co.
0. K. Tire Store
P & S Automotive Service
Peden', Auto Repair
Curtis Person Chevrolet Co.
Pickard.Scott Rambler Soles, Inc.
Plec• Mater Co.
Piston Service Co.
Poplar Dodge Co.
Joe Privet?. Motors, Inc.
Pryor Oldsmobile Co.
Reed's Auto Safety Service
S. & S. Garage
Sartain Wrecker Service & Body Shop
Schilling Motors,
Schilling Parkway Meters, Inc.
Scott Alinement Service
Scott Motor & Ports Co.
Semmes Plymouth, Inc.
gill South Motors
Silt Spores Chrysler
-Plymouth, Inc.
Turner Tire Sales
Turner's Garage
Union Chevrolet Co.
United Motor Exchange
Voider, Alignment Service
Walker Radiator Works
John Walls Automotive Service
WisaMstrly Auto Service
Wells Auto & Truck Service
Whitehaven Alignment Service
H. L. Whitlock Motor & Stake Creak
Whitmore Broke Service
Bert Willies., Geroge
saj Williams Wrecker Service
Wood's bees Garage
•UTOMOT1V1 REPAIR
PAINT & BODY
Andrews Oldsmobile Co.. Inc.
Atlas Geroge & Body Shop
Null City Buick Co.
Collierville Auto Sates
Woody Collins Body Shall
Curtis Porten Chevrolet Co.
Diary's Body Sleep
Della Ibmiy Shop
Jelin T. Fisher MANN CO ,
Feirkli Point & Reidy Shop
Fromm Auto Ports
Huli.Dolehs
Chuck Hutton Cis
Import Auto Service, Inc.
Import Cops Inc
Madison Cadillac, Inc.
A. $ Merlin. Inc.
McGee Seel, Snap
Rob Menet. reed Wee, I.
Inatile Berk Werke
Oakley Mow co.
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
PAINT & BODY (Cent.)
PickordiScott Rambler Soles, inc.
Poplar Dodge Co
Joe Priests. Motors. Inc.
Pryor Oldsmobile Co.
Ralph's Point & Body Shop
Sam's Body & Point Shop
Schilling Motors, Inc.
Schilling Parkway Motors, lec.
Semmes Plymouth, Inc.
lilt Spero' Chrysler -Plymouth, Inc.
Union Chevrolet Co.
Wiley's Body Shop
AUTOMOTIVE TRANSMISSION
SERVICES
AAMCO Transmissions
Bill's Garage
Coleman & Taylor Transmission
Memphis Automatic Transmission
P & S Autornotiy• Service
Workman's Transmission Seri ice
BARBER SHOPS
First National bank building
Barber Shop
BEAUTY SCHOOLS
Enrii Schools of Beauty Culture
BEAUTY SHOPS
Audrey's Beauty Shop
Derclair Hair Fashions
Carrie's Tiffany beauty Salon
Coiffures De Paris
Contemporary Styles Sy Helen &
Mr. R.
Crawford's Beauty Salon
Dianne of Memphis
East Pork Beauty Solon
Enrii Beauty Salon
Enrii-Franklin Simon
Germantown beauty Salon
Helen of Raleigh
LaFlair Beauty Solon
Lamar-Plaza Beauty Salon
Molly's Beauty Salon
Pe's Solon of beauty
Robert's Colonial Beauty Salon
Town & Country Beauty Salon
Trippeer's Beauty Solon
BEEKEEPER'S SUPPLIES
Gerrnontown Hardware Co., Inc.
BLUEPRINT AND SUPPLY
Campbell Blue Print & Supply Co., Inc.
Memphis Blue Print & Supply Co.
BOATS—MARINE EQUIPMENT
Colley & Dane's Marine Co.
Mike Jenkins Morine on McKellar •
Lake
Jones Marine
Marine Soles
McFarland Marine
Memphis Sports Center, Inc.
Pickwick Coves Marina
Polar Kroft Marine Sales
Sanford Tire & Marine Co.
South Bellevue Marine &
Sporting Goods
BOOKS
Bible book Store
Blue and Gray Book Shop
The Book Shelf
Literary Loon-To
Walden Book Co., Inc.
BOWLING
Nationol Lanes Recreation Center
BOYS' WEAR
Archer's Men & boys' Wear
James Davis Store for Men
Gilley's Men & Boys' Store--.
Norttigate
Grossman's Men & Boys' Shop
Jack & Jill of Memphis, Inc.
Mannie & Karl's
Natier's Young Fashions
Phil's M•sn & Boys' Clothing
Sample Clothing Store
BRIDAL SHOPS' •
The Bride Shop
Weddings of Memphis by Rose
BUILDING MATERIALS
MelltfiCani Screen & Door Co.
Brookhaven Lumber Co.
Creswell Construction Co.
0. W. Ferrell Co.
Hill Roofing & Construction Co.
Hyman Builders Supply, Inc.
Memphis Screen & Door Co.
CAMERAS
Ed's Camera Shop
Memphis Photo Supply Co.
Mantesi Photo & Jewelry
CAMPERS
El Dorado Sales
Halbert Auto Ports, Inc.
Open Rood Camper City
CAR WANE
Spied Car Wash
CARPET & RUG OWNS
Alan's Carpets
Carpet World, Inc.
Carpets by Jay
Carpets by LuSone
Halpern's
Halpern's Fabric AssorialoSIONII
Hermann's
Jeannis's Interiors
Linoleum A Carpet City Co.
Billy Mills Carpel:, Inc.
Rhodes-Jennings Furniture Co.
Stritibindisr's Interior Designers
Southern Rug & Carpet Co.
Sowell Carpet Service
Utley Carpets of Tennessee, Inc.
Warren Carpet Co.
Waschka's
Tom Welts Interiors
CARPET & .RUG CLEANERS
ABC Rug Cleaners
East Memphis Carpet Service
Fitzgerald Rug & Carpet Cleaners
Co., Inc.
Service Master of Memphis
CEMETERY LOTS
Forest Hill Cemetery
CHILDREN'S & WANT'S WENT
Jock & Jill of Memphis, Inc.
Mary Ann Otildren's Shoppe
Natio's 'losing Fashions
Nip & Tuck, Inc.
Nolon's East
Peppermint Stick Infant's &
Children's Wear
Ruby's ladies' & Children's Apparel
The Style Shoppe
Youngtown. Inc
CLEANERS & LAUNDRIES
Airport One-Hour Aeortinizing
Cleaning
Airway Cleaners, Inc.
Bel• Pork Cleaners
Bradford's Cleaners
Brown's laundry-Cleaners
Corwilis Custom Cleaners
Delia Cleaners
Drake laundry Cleaners
Eastgate Cleaners
Fashion Cleaner 1 Shirt-O•Met
Happy Day Laundry
M. L. Hsitscse Co Inc.
King Cleaners
M & N Coin -OPe/ole•
Laundry-Cleaners
Mocktex bros. Cleaners
Magic Cleaners
Military Tailors & Laundry Choose
Millington lova dry-Classroom
Nennery's Exclusive Cleaning. MG
One-Hese Freeway CI•Oneet
Partway Ville,* Onts.likrur
Mortiniting Cleenees
Shoppers's Inclusive Cleaners
Smith L Reim levoselry-Clieonme
University Pert CINPIINSI
COAL
Ace Coal Ce. 
•
ttinetutife C°""Cileftlit$
. CONTACT WINS
Alsomphle Optkel DIseentery
CONTRACTORS
Creswell Constructims Co.
C. H. Sparks Construction Co.
Whitehead Construction & Sahel CO.
COOKWARE
Corp. 
COSTUMES
Shoppe D. Ville
DIAPER SERVICE
Tiny Tot Tidier,
DISCOUNT STORES
Rugby Bargain Center
'Tupper's Surplus Town
DRAPERIES
The baker Shop
Creative Arts
The Curtain Shop
HFciabricrnA:oomlandipe
Halpern's Fabric Associate Stare
Hermann's
Jeanne's Interiors
Tom Kodlec Custom Draperies
Katherine's Interiors
Nancy's Fabrics & Draperies
National Textile Store
Seelbinder's Interior Designee'
The Shop of John Simmons
Waschko's
Tom Wells Interiors
DRY GOODS
The Bargain Center
Consumer's Service Store
Engleberg Dry Goods Store
Eveniky Variety & Dry Goods
I. A Oser Dry Goods
Leo Rosenblum & Co.
Zimmerman's Dry Goods
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
ABC Electric Co.
Wilson Electric Co.
ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC
SUPPUES
A.J. Electronics
Glenn Allen & Co., Inc.
Anchor Electronics
Camp Electric Co.
Chomberlain•Rork Electronics
Mark Tatum Electric, Inc.
W &W. Distributing Co.
Wilson Electric Co.
FABRICS
Halpern's
Holpern's Fabric Associate Store
Nancy's Fabrics & Draperies
Notional Textile Store
FENCES
Chico Fence Co.
Thompson Fence & ConstroctiMISCO.
FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS
Tele-Data Security Co.
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
Desoto Airpork, Inc.
Helicopter Air Taxi
Hi•Air, Inc.
Memphis Aero Corporation
Memphis Flying Service, Inc.
FLOOR COVERING
Butler's linoleum & Paint
Clark Floor Covering Co.
Griffin Carpet & linoleum SNOW
FLORISTS
Alta Vista Florist & Nursery
Beasley Flowers S. Gifts
The Blossom Strop
Boggan's Florist A GreenhooSe
Buffo's Flowers
Cara Florist
Crumpton's florist
Lynn Doylo—Flowers
Elizabeth's East Memphis Florid
Ellzey's Florist
Froyser Flower Shop
Gurley's Azalea Garden
Holley's Florist
Jock Jackson Florist
Mclemore Florists
McGaha Flowers
Memphis floral Co.
Mildred & Marie's Raleigh MINI
Newman's Florist
Oaklown Gorden Florist
Owens—Flowers by Olga
Plastic Flowers of Memphis
W. E. Plunk Florist
Ramsey's Flowers
Geneva Reynolds, Florist
Strong's Flower & Gift Shop
Sue's Flower Shop
Virgil's Floral Arts
Anisette Wade Florist
Ed Watkins Flower Shop
White Station Florist
FURNITURE
Ate Furniture Co.
Allen Hardware & FurnitoroCee
Al's Furniture Mort
& F Furniture Co.
Bert Bailey Furniture& Appian.,
Baker Furniture Co.
lob's Furniture Company
Bruce Furniture Co.
C & S Sales
Chapman Furniture Company
Chelsea Furniture S. Appliances
Contour Chairs of Memphis
Discount Furniture Co.
Downing Furniture & Appliance
Ellis Furniture Co.
Eubanks State line
Furniture Exchange
Fronk's Furniture Company
The Furniture Center
Georgian Hills Furls Co.
Gibbons Furniture Co.
Roy Good Furniture & Hardware
Howard Graham Co., Inc.
Hearn Furniture & •
Appliance Co., Inc.
Hensley Furniture A ApNieetceCAt.
Hermann%
Hewlett & Dunn Hardware CO,
Honier's Furniture Co.
Homestead House, Inc.
House of Chrome
Howard's Furniture &
Appliance Co., Inc.
1 & I Furniture & Appliances
J & 1 furniture Co.
Jecinn•'s Interiors
John's Furniture Co.
Kaplan Furniture Co.
Kaplan Hardware & Furniture Co.
Kession's Gift Shoe
Krilley-liaynes Furniture Co.
Klandyk• Furniture & Appliance CO.
Keen Fsrniture Co.
Koffman Furniture Co.
Lorry's Furniture 8. Appliances
Libby Furniture Showrooms, Inc.
N. S. Laker Furniture Co.
& N Sales IL Selvage
Mos's
Moor•'s Furniture & ApolionCell
Motel Solvag• Co
The Old Colony Shop
Perry Furniture Co
People's Furniture Co.. Inc.
of Memphis
Posey Furniture & Appliance CM
Insocles-Jonnings Furniture Ce.
Roomer Furniture & Appliance CM
Samuels Furniture Co.
.3ctiottler's Furniture Co.
Maurice Schisinkierg Appliance
& Furniture Co.
Srmlbinder's hermitic Des Iran
Stoker Furniturc
T.V. Sales Cos., Inc.
Term •City Furniture Ca.. Inc.
Trens•Seuthorn Fern., Inc
Veuelon Furniture I Appliance Co.
Villege Decimeter
Wogs* Furniture & Appliances
Wallace Furniture Cis.
Wesclike's
Tom Wells Interiors
Western Aoki Associate Store
The White tl.ph.nt
MONISM (Cant.)
Vilpolebetteet Appliance I.
Fwnitur• Co.
Willis Furniture CO.
FURS
Males Fur Shop
GMT SHOPS
bursisza thus . Inc.
Sousley Flowers cloud Gills
Charles W Costello, Jr., Jewelers
tebert Crump I Cc, Inc.
Mr. C I Jewelry, Inc.
Dobbs Hous• Gift Shop
Cremes Imported
Gift & Art Shop, Inc.
The Gift lox
Hern•itead House. Inc
Host & Hostess
House of Janio. Inc.
leanne's Interiors
Keeton's Gift Shop
Mon's
The Old Colony Shop
The Pen Shop of Memphis
la rn iity 's Flowers
The Shop of John Simmons
Specialty Import Co.
Treasure Mart Gift Shop
Via Sue—Gifts &
The Village Sazoor
Wiley's Jewelry & Gifts
GLASS—AUTO & PLATE
Acme Gloss Co.
Billings Glass, Inc.
Bouldin Gloss Co.
A. 5. Martin, Inc.
Mid-South Gloss Co., Inc.
Tii State Gloss Co
Union Avenue Gloss Co.
Whitehoven Auto Gloss &
Mirror Co„ Inc
GOLF EQUIPMENT
Robbins, Golf Shop
Taylor Horley-Dovidson Soles
OR
Better Food Stores
Gillilond s Grocery & Service Anion
John P. Robilio & Co.
Southern Meat Company
HARDWARE
Allen Hardware & Furniture CO.,
Allen & Son Hardware
Berclair Hardware Co.
Bost Hordware & Appliances. (K.
Booth Hardware Co.
Cady tiros. Hardware Co.
Cole lumber Co , Inc.
Coley Bros. Hardware
Charles H. Church & Sons
Dunn Hardware
Firestone Dealer Store
J. A. Fulmer & Son
Glenn's Firestone Horne &
Auto Supply
Germantown Hardware CO.,Ite.
Roy Good Furniture & Hardware
Gray's Firestone
Hewlett & Dunn Hardware Co.
Huff's Steelcote Marine Paint!
& Hardware
Jones Hordwore
Kashdon's Hard-are
Lyon's Hardware Store
Maxwell Hardware Store
Morris Hardware
Ookhaven Hardware
O'Doniel Hardware
Pride Home Supply, Inc.
Progressive Hardware & Appliances
Raleigh Western Auto Associat•SWOO:
Richberger's Dept. Store, Inc.
Shelby Center Hardware
Shepard Hardware Co.
Southern Hardware & Supply CO.
Stewart Bros, Hardware Co.
Suburban Hardware Co.
Taylor Hardware
Thompson Hardware
Village Hardware
Western Auto Associate Store
Whitten B-os, Hardware Co.
Winsler Hardware & Hooting
Wood's Hardware
HEALTH CLUBS
Empress Health & Beauty Spa,
HEARING AIDS
Beltone Hearing Aid Center
Central Hearing Service, Inc.
Memphis Hearing All &
Instrument Co.
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
Air Conditioning, Inc.
American Refrigeration & Air
Conditioning Co.
Ben J. Bailey Plumbing & Heating CO.
C & I Heating & Air Conditioning CO.
Cannon Plumbing & Heating Ca.
City Air Conditioning &
Heating Co., Inc.
Comfort Systems, Inc.
Curtis Refrigeration, Air •
Conditioning, & Heating
Hess Heating and Plumbing CO.
Memphis Heating & Cooling Co.
B. H. Priddy Appliance
Sales & Service
Priola Bros. Heating & Air
Conditioning Co.
Prince Ref rigerotion &
Appliance Service
R. E. Shook Plumbing & Heating CO.
Tri-Stole Air Conditioning &
Heating Service
Whitehoven Plumbing, Heating,
& Cooling
HEATING
Whitthaven Refrigeration &
Air Conditioning Co.
Winsler Hardware & Heating
HOBBY SUPPLIES
. Abbott Jewelry & Hobby Shop
Art A Hobby Center
DaSoto Hobby Shop
Hobbies Of Memphis
Money X Change
The. Village Bazaar
HOME IMPROVEMENTS
American Screen & DON' CO.
SOSWOrth, Inc
Al Britt Home Improvement Co.
Hill Roof mg & Construction CO.
Memphis Screen & Door Co.
Milkier Home Improvement CO.
W. J Northcross Mantel & GrolOCIII.
Plywood City
C. H. Sparks Construction CO.
Whitehead Construction & Sales Co.
IMPORTERS & EXPORTERS
Cleo Bartholomew, Antiques,
Interiors & Imports
lorzizza Bros., Inc.
Specialty import Company
INTERIOR DECORATION
Ari-Cys Continentol Decorator,
Hair House
Brosnmstr's Business Inteirion
Creative Arts
Dogostino's Decorators
Handing Interiors
Homestead House, Inc.
House of Cruthirds
Interiors by Samuel
Katharin•'s Interiors
Libby Furniture Showrooms, Inc.
Neale Creek Shots
Lloyd Setter Company
Seelbinder's Interior Desist's,*
The Shop of John Sim/worts
Waschka's
Tons Wells Interiors
JEWELRY
Abbott Jewelry & Hobby Shop
Allen W. Av•n, Jewelers
(el-Ma•, Inc.
Consumer's Service Stove
Charles W. Costello, Jr., iereeMOM
Crosstown Jewelers
Mr. C's Jewelry
Fitzpatrick Jewelers
Julius Goodman & Son
Hole's Jewelry
Hays Jewelers
J. W. Jones, Jewels r
Jetief's Jewelers
lackey Jewelers
Lagvazl & Beresse Jewelry
Marry liwitth Jewelers
Genii leo% Jeweler
McKelvy's Jcwelry & Men's Stirs
John McOuirtin & Sons
J. H. Mednikosv & Co., Inc.
Monies' Photo & Jewelry
William L. Ponli•y & Ca.,
Diamond Jewelers
Peed & Lowenstein, Inc,
Snyder Jewelers
Jet.., 0. Wiry Jewelry Co.
Willierd B. Wells, Welch,
Click. lovostivy Repair
Wiley's Jewelry & Gills
KENNELS
Clay's Kennels
LAMPS & LIGHTING mum
Howard Graham Co. Inc.
Lamp Trends,
Thu lanspiighter,
Libby Furniture Showrooms, NC.
lighting, IN
Memphis Electric Co
LANDSCAPING
Atkins Nursery
Day• Green Nursery
Grieenis Nursery & landscaping CO.
Steve's Nursery
Stringer Brothers Nursery
LAWN & oaaseu SUPPLIES
All,, Vista Florist & Nursery
Berry s Saw & Mower Service
Iluffo's Flowers
City Form Supply Co.
Charles E. Heckle, Seat:house, Inc.
Jackson Are. Nursery
Kirebrough Groin & Supply CO.
Irons Hardware Store
Pe ry s Gorden Center
Stephenson s Nursery L Gorden Shop
Ste•e t Nursery
Stewart liras Hardware Ca,
Village Hordwore
Dan West Garden Center
LAWNMOWERS
Appliance Repair Cenrer
Booth Hardware Company
Master Soles Co., Inc
Mid South Small Engine
Soles & Services
Morris Hardwore
Raleigh Western Auto
Associate Store
Weakley Equipment Co.
Wiley's Mower Shop
LEATHER GOODS
Hays Jewelers, Inc.
LUMBER
Cole lumber Co., Inc.
Germantown lumber Yard
Plywood City
South Memphis lumber Co., Inc..
MATERNITY APPAREL
The Maternity Shop
MEN'S CLOTHING & FURINGINOSS
Alfred's, Inc.
Archer's Men & Boy's Wear
Banter Clothes, Inc.
Beasley Bros.-/ones-Itagland,
Bert's Deportment Store
James Davis Store for Men
Dove's Men's Furnishings
Gilley's Men's IL Boy's Store
Grossman's Men & Boy's Shop
Phil A. Halle
Hutkin Tailors
Imperial Fine Men's Wear
Art Kabokoff Custom Tailor
Kelsey Bros. Dept. Store
Kriger & Fishrnen's Dept..StON1
Lansky Bros.
Lazy "T" Western Store
Louis Idles Clothiers & Tailor,
Local Gentry
McKelvy's Jewelry& Men', SIM
Monnie & Karl's
Oak Hall, Inc.
Pope's Men's Shop
Peeples University Shop
Phil's Men & Boy's Shop
I. Rosen,
Rothchild's Red Wing Shoes& ToNers
Sample Clothing Store
The Sly Fox
Stag Men's Shop, Inc.
Stomm's Summer Center
The Suite Shop
Lew Weinberg Clothiers & Tai/0111
Wright's Men's Wear
MIU.INERY
Milady Hat Shops
The Smart Shop
MIRRORS—GLASS
Billings Glass, Inc
MISCELLANEOUS
Epstein's Store
Lippman's Loan Office
Nathan's loan Office
North Memphis Loon Co.
Sofferstona's Loan Office
MONUMENTS
White Monument Co.
MOTELS "IL HOTELS
Admiral Ilenbow Inns, Inc.
Downtown Linden Lodge
The Downtowner Corp. •
Holiday Inns of Americo
King Cotton Hotel
Sheraton Motor Inn
Trovelodge
MOTORCYCLES
Al's Cycle Shop
Leo's Cycle Sales & Services .
Memphis Honda Center
laylor-Horley-Dovidson Salmi
•
MOVING & STORAGE!
Bluff City Transfer &
Storage Co., Inc.
Redline Storage & Transfer Co.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
& INSTRUCTION
American Music, Inc
Blockwoods House of music, Inc.
Central Academy of Music
Paul Craft Guitar & Drum City
Harold's Piano Soles
H. B. Houck Piano Co.
0. K. Houck Piano Co.
Jock Marshall Music Co.
Melody Music Shop
Modern Music of Memphis
Coli• Stoltz Mus.c Co.
Stuber's
Asa Wilkerson Piano CO.
MUSK STORES
Blackwood bros. Record Shop
Paul Craft Goiter & Drum Cal
Jock Marshall Music Co.
Melody Music Shop
Modern Music al Memphis
Cole Stoltz. Music Co.
Stubitr's
Asa Wilkerson Piano CO.
NURSERYMEN & GREENHOUSES
Alta Vista Florist & Nursery
Atkins Nursery
loggans Florist & Greenhouse
Boxwood Gardens
Buffo's Flowers
Dove Green Nursery
Gretene's Nursery & landscape Co.
Harrison's Nursery & Gorden Basket
P & S Gorden Center Nursery
Perry's Garden Center
Suthstrin Plant Ranch
Stopheinson's Nursery &Goatee Shop
Steve's Nursery
Stringer Bros. Nursery
Daft West Gorden Center
OFFICE EQUIPMENT =MIES
E. H. Clarke & Bro.
Elite, Inc. .
Holiday Prms, Inc.
Billy Mills Carpets,
Off ice Outfitters, Inc.
A. It Taylor. Inc.
The Used Equipment Exchanges
OPTICIANS
Fisher Optical Dispensary
Memphis Opticel Dispensary
Plaza Optical Dispensary, Inc.
Shipman Optical Dispensary
Southland Optical Dispensary
Tennessee Optical Dispensary
ORNAMENTAL IRON WORKS
Allen Iron Works and Supply 0111. hie
Palmer Iron Works
Southern Ornamental Iron Works
Whitiehaven Auto Gloss S.
Mirror Company, Inc.
PAINT
lbercl'air Hardware Co.
Booth Hardware Co.
Surk•Hall Paints
Consumer's Service Store
Butler's Linoleum & Point
Forrell-Calhoun,
Glenn's Firestone Home &
Auto Supply
Germantown Hardware Co.. Inc. •
Huff's Sleekote Marine Paints
& Hardware
Koshdan's Hardware
Lyon's Hardens.* Store
Mid-South Paint & Supply Co.
Oolittaven Hardware
Pride Home Supply. Inc.
Progressive Hardmare & Appliances
Raleigh W•stern Aeto Associate Stereo
Seobroon Point Cei.,
Sheppard Hardware CO.
Stewart bros. Hardware 011.
Teen. United Point Pore, Mc. '
United Point Mores, Inc.
PARKINS STATIONS
Aileobert Pinking & Oil Co.
Desoto Auto Hotel, trit,
PEST CONTROL
Monti( Pest Control Cu.,
Jamison Pest Control
Mid South Exterminating Co..
Spilleson Pest Connoi Co
PIT GROOMING
The Pink Poodle
PET SuPPLITS
Kilgor• s Pin Shop
Charles E. Heckle, Seedsmors, Inc.
PHARMACIES
Alta Vista Drug Co.
Bartlett Pharmacy
Boatwright Drug Ca,
Sorg Phornsocy
Broadway Drug Co,
Brooks Does Pharmacy, Inc.
Brooks Pharmacy
Burton Pharmacy
Cloverleaf Pharmacy
Coleman's Super Reset Dreg
Collierville Drugs
Crook -Hudson Drug Co.
Jim Davis Apothecary
Fletcher Drugs, Inc.
Prayer Plaza Drugs
Freeman Apotherory
Georgian Hills Pharmacy
Grubbs Rexoll Pharmacy
Hastier Apothecary
Kessler s Pharmacy
Key Recall D,ugs
lillord's Pharmacy
litliard's Super Drugs, Inc.
Marshall Drugs,
Mary's Prescription Shop
McColl Rexall Pharmacy
Morgan Pharmacy
Mullins Drugs
Normal Drug Co.
Ookhaven Walgreen's Agency Diego
Vernon 1. Place Prescriptions
Posey-Davis Phormocy, Inc.
Purdy-Jester Drug Ca,, Inc.
Quaker Drugs
Quince Pharmacy
Raleigh Drug Store
James S. Robinson, ApolheR111
Rugby Drug Co_
Sanders Drug Co., Inc.
Suburban Drug
Thompson Drug Store
Wells Station Pharmacy
Westwood Ressall Drugs
White Station Pharmacy, Inc. •
PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
Blackwood Bros. Record Shop
Home of the Blues
• PHOTOGRAPHERS
George Burns Studio
Jock Conroy Studio
Hooks Bros. Studio
Major of Memphis Photography
Guy W. Miller Studio
Rod Phillips, Photographers
Small Fry Studio
Bill & Joy Webb Studio
Welch Studio
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPREMO
Ed's Camera Shop
Memphis Photo Supply CO.
Montesi Photo and Jewelry
PICTURE FRAMING
Brush and Pencil Studio
Creative Arts
Garner Picture Framing CO.
Katherine's Interiors
Waschka's
PLUNGERS'
Ben J. Bailey Plumbing & Haas
Co.
Baker's Thrifty Plumbing
Cannon Plumbing & Heating Co.
Albert Cook Plumbing Co.
David Epstein Plumbing Co.
Guaranty Plumbing Co., Inc.
Hess Plumbing & Heating Ca.
Hicks & Boydston Plumbing CO.
Hill Plumbing & Tile Service
R. E. Shook Plumbing & HeatiNICo.
Sowell-Fite Plumbing Co.
Whifthaven Plumbing, Healles.11
Cooling
PLUMBING SUPPUES
San J. Bailey Plumbing & Heating
Co.
Baker's Thrifty Plumbing
Delta Plumbing Co.
David Epstein Plumbing
Hill Plumbing & Tile Service
R. E. Shook Plumbing & Heating CO.
PRINTERS AND STATIONERS
E. H. Clarke & Bro.
Whitehoven Press, Inc.
REFRIGERATION
American Refrigeration &Air
Conditioning Co.
J A J Refrigeration Service
Whitehaven Refrigeration & Ale
Conditioning Co.
RENTALS
A. 1. Electronics
Ala Z Rental Center
Arrow Rents
Dixie Rents, Inc
Kathy Rents ot Memphis
RESTAURANTS
Admiral Ilenbow Restaurants
Airline Lounge & Restaurant
Anderton's
Belmont Restaurant
Moe, Steoks of the Mid-SCiatil
"Hoer Steaks of Memphis.felCsi
Bonanza Sirloin Pit V243
Cafe St. Clair
Carousel Restaurant
Chenoult's Resiauraat, Inc.,
C-oletta's Italian Reseammed
Dobbs House Catering
Dobbs House Snack Bare
Dobbs House Inn
Dobbs House, Inc.
Embers, Inc.
Fairview Drive-Ine
The Flame Room
forgione's
The Four Flames
Orison, son Central
Limbros Restaurant
Little Pigs Barbecue
'The Living Room
The Luau
North Gate Restouront
Pancake Man
Poppy & Jimmie s, Inc.
Pasguol• sal Memphis, Inc,
Passport Roans Restaurant
Pete and Sam's famous 1101,00
Restaurant
P.m= Hut
Jobe P. Robilio & Co.
Stunalan Motor Inn
Ship Ahoy Restaurant
Spinosa '1 Restaurant
The Stable
Mark Twain Cafeteria
T. J.'s Restaurant & lounge
Tops Sor.11-0
Town House Restaurant
ZOnOn•'I Restaurant
RUNIER STAMPS
Permanent Records Co.
SECURITY GUARDS
Geocesinenk,
SERVICE STATIONS
Amerken
Bailey's American Service
Bob's Froyser American See. CROCE
Cloorpool American Service
Durff's American Service Seofiee
Ed Easter's American
Elrod 1 Son American on
Foster American Service Sta.
Highland St. American Oil Sta.
Medical Center American
North Watkins American Gee
Raleigh American Service
Roland's Areericsa Seq. Confer
South Bellevue American Semite
CTTGO
Albert's Cite° Service Statics
Cemmeerciel ON
Commercial Oil Co.
Deep He&
Deep rock .t I
Deep Rock r
Deep Rock 06
DX
Ammons' DX Service Slatiesn
Sarre DX Service
Bateman', DX Service Statism
Cooper's DE Service Ushers
Daces' DE Service Station
Five Points Service Heine,
Glenn's Firestone Neese & Asrbe None
OX (CONF.) •
Griffis DX Service
SRUkher•On & Ikon DX Service poke
lim's gni Service
Myswir's DX Service Statists
A. T loriklerd DX Service
Lamar Avenue DX Weal SWIM
Lee's DX Service Coster
Lewis' DX Service
Mullins' DX Service Stallion
McDonold's DX Service Mellon
Ruthisrlord's Whiteheyee Fired.=
Automotive Service
Sowell's DX Sernenne Mabee
Sunray DX Service Statism
Von't DX Service Station
Wyotts DX Service Nelms
Sew
Astircipeoorst litiSos n Esso
Archer, Esso Service Ste.
Sarre ESSO Service Ste.
lorton Esso
Jock lecry's Esms
Bond's Eno Service Ciorsted
'kiddy's Elia
Cannon's Esso Service
Fred Carlton's Esso
Tommy Claypoot's Imo Woke
Cater Elise
Couch Esso Service
Jimmy Daniels Park Ave. boa •
DeSoto Auto Hotel
Eddin's Fuse Service Conley
Fondren's Service Station
Gordenview Esso Service
Bill Gholson's Esso
Waller Gholson's Esso
Grashors Esso
Grisham's Esso
Ted Hardy (sue
Havenvievr Esso
Herron's Esso
.14 .1 Els* Service CPA,
Al Jacksolf, Jr. Esso
Jorrell's Esso Service Center
Ray T. Johnson Esso ServilseCHOOG •
Jordan's Eno
Roy Kelley Esso Service Cealler
Cecil Krone Esso Serriceeter
Oscar Matte Esso
Reed Mabel's*
Bill Martin's Esso
McGowan's Esso
C. Michael Fuse
Miller (use Service
Bill Mize Grocery & Ento SIAM
Morena Esso
Harry Murphreit Esso
J.•It Nelli Esso Service
Nunley's Esso
it:,losskyey eP sz opopEsskrr_o patinae
Pot Patterson Esso
Pinclitey Brothers Esse
Richmond (sue
Riley's Esso Service Center
Stuart Robbins Esso Statioft
Rook's Esso Service
Sartain's Esso Service Statics
Shelby's (sue Service Calder
South Parkway Esso
Summer. FastEsso
Taylor's Esso
Tidwell & Sort
Tony's Esso
Voughter's Esso
Wall's Esso & Automotive Stink,
Byron Walton Est*
Wolff's Esso Service Center
GuN
Bollard's Gulf Service
Bill S. Jim's Gulf Service
Howard W. bond's I4alidali0110
Bradley & Todd Gulf
Joe Caldwell's Holiday Gulf
Collierville Gulf Service
Davis Downtown Gulf
Edwards & Davis Gulf
D. D. Gordon's Gulf Garage
Highland Heights Gulf Service
Jock's Service Station
Jerry's Holiday Gulf '1.1
Jones Gulf Service
W. J. Massey Gulf Soo. Slia.
S. E. Mathis Gulf Service
L. H. Matlock Gulf Service
Montgomery Gulf Services
Paul's Gulf Service
Quall's Whitehaven Gull
likothyn'sRoGueittfuSeck", Picoeplar-Foliwkh GIPS
Terry's Gulf Service
Thomas & Watts Gulf
Uhlinann's Poplar-Perkins GeN
Word Gulf Service
Webster's Gulf Service
Lion
Clanton's Lion Oil Service Ste.
Cecil Cox Lion Service Ski.
Crump Lion Service SWIMS
Frayser Lion Service
Plaza Red Bird
Tykes. Lion Service
INAS
Airways Mobil
Alberson's Service Statists
Allenberg Parking & 04 Ob.
B. & H. Mobil Service
Boeke•s Mobil Service
Coleman's Service Stoticse
Collins Radiator Service
Dickson Service Station
Downtown Service
Eugene's Service Station
Fran's Mobil Service Static"
G 41 Mobil Service Steam
Jack Gaither Mobil
Gilberts Mobil Service
Holmes Service Statioe
John's Mobil Station
McClellan Service Stall=
Nesbit Service Statice
Rankin Service Statics
Saints Service Station
Thomas Molsil Service
Thornton Service Notion
Westwood Mobil Service
Phillips 66
Adams 66 Service Skrtiori
Airways 66 Service
Brady's Frays, Blvd. 66 Servkie
Chonini•r's 66 Service Station
Cloui is etu Service tGe
Cook's 
via,66 service
Station
Curtiss' 66 Service Sir] i3O
Davis' 66 Service Station
Fox Meadows 66 Service Stott**
Harris 66 Service Station
Jack's 66 Service Stat.on
Joke's 66 Service
Jim s Phillips 66
Joy 66 Service Station
Joyner's 66 Service Station
Kerr & Son Phillips 66 Service
Lamar Avenue Phillips 66 Semite
MA M 66 Service Station
Mealier Phillips 66 Service Statics
Medical Center Phillips 66 Service
Sk s Phillips New 66 Service Hestia.
Ookhaven Phillips 66 Service
Overton Pork Sixty Six Service
Parkway Phillips 66 Service SlatiON
°worse.' 66 Service Station
Raleigh Plaza 66,Sheirvihipcse"Statswvionio.
TSruimS7tt667:"ASenrice Station
Westwood 66 Service Center
Mark Williams 66 Service Mabee
Williams 66 Service Station
Clark's Phillips 66 Skrticie
Germantown 66 Sereipw:e
AAA Service Station
Anderson's Pure Oil Service
Ilerryttill's Pure Oil Service
Frank Hack Pure Service
Chickasaw Pure Service
tovenNi...corlf ..Pvoiprueir.serAceServicoilsemee• show
Fitchpetrick Pyre 06
Bill Gardner Pure Oil
GinliftnlandS7Gth°"mraceryPirifirmirailltIgh
fkoreGviihoell 
Pure
Oil's PerreOil
Hersdree Service SOON
Monslee's Pure Oil
Job. s Pure 00 •
Leery haftn,en's ?gee OR
Kers Service Center
Lamar Heights Servirelltseiees
Per. Lamer A  e0 
left Pee Oil
& N Pure Service
More names ow
following pages
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Henderson Plans Annual Fashionctte And Tea
Henderson Business college American and foreign de-
of 530 Linden Ave., is spon- signs will be exhibited in hats,:
soring its annual Tea and dresses and accessories. New
Fashion Revue, Sunday, April modeling strides will be pre-
9, from 4 till 6 p.m at the. sented from the aisles of lash
Universal Life Insurance Corn- ion in Paris, France. New,
;creations will feature the dress'
cafeteria, 480 Linden
!attache of hair styles. An in
.,novation of color patterns will ,
The Tea and Fashionette is highlight the wishes of the
sponsored for the benefit ofldressed Woman. Several mod•
the college library fund. !els will present special taste
;for the simple and un-exag-
directors of the instiut-,gerated dresser. Te public is Geeter StudentThe 'tion (te cit's oldest Negro invited particularly to observe
the variations of dress lengths,
fitted and loosely arrayed dress
styles
The narrator's theme will be
"Dress for t h e Occasion".
Dress wear for the conserva-
tive, contemporary, cautious
and suspense dressers will be
gleamed in the following cate-
gories, social, shoppers, house-
nation. wife l casual, sports, business
pany
Avenue.
women and men, church wo-
men, travel, evening and after
-five wearings. Modelling will
be done by music. The mod-
els will project all expected in
such events.
Guest models will be pro
vided by St. James AME
Church, Progressive Bap tist
Church. Vance Avenue Baptist
Church, Martin Temple CME
Church and several other lo-
, — -
business school I. have com-
bined forces with a volunteer ,
committee of college patrons to
promote wat is planned as
-the most exuberating revue
er assembled in the city of
Memphis", according to one
spokesman. The public is prom-
ised a view of colorful and
fascinating garments designed
by formost designers of the
Wins Trip To
1
Space Center
Joe W. Gordon, a junior at
Geeter High school, has won
a trip to the George C. Mar,
shall Space Flight Center at
cal churches. Individual cre-
ations and particular designs
will be presented by Miss Te-
ressa M. Robinson, Delores
Phillips, Delores Rozell, Mrs.
Mary McClaure, Miss Patricia
Perry, Wigs from Memphis,
Wig Warn, Mrs. Yesam n e
Ragsdale, Rhealee's Hat (Mrs.
Dora Robinson), Mrs. Carolina
Johnson and Mrs. Lois Ger-
aldine Jenkins.
Huntsville. Ala.
He is one of 15 stUdents from
a six-state area who partici.
paled in the two-day workshop
March 29-31.
Young Gordon's research
project was cfo synthetic
speech. With the aid of a
science kit furnished by SouLli
ern Bell, he made an electron.
ic device which produces hu.
man sounding vowels.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Gordon of 202 Golf Club
Here are some of the progressive retail merchants
who will honor BankAmericard.
More are joining every day.
Pere
Moger's Pine Oil
Mallory Heights Pure Oil
McColrison Pure Oil Service Station
Memphis State Pure Of
Mid-South Truck Stop, Inc.
Morris Pure Oil Service Station
Moss Pure Oil Service Center
-Murray's Pure Oil Service Center
Nolen's Pure Oil Service
Nu-Way Service Station & Garage
Parkway Puri, Oil
Poindexter's Pure ON
Riverside Pere Oil
Scrugg's Pure 011
ShieP's Pure Oil
Phillip Spinolo's Pure Of Service
Woodrow Stockerd Pure
Strewn 's Pure Oil
Summer Avenue Pure 0
Joe Taylor Pure Service ieriiter
Taylor Pure Oil Service
Tillman's Pure Oil
Trusty Pure Oil Service
Uncle Doe's Pure Oil
Webster's Pure Oil
WRennon's Pure Oil Service
Williams Pure Oil
Vlifillinghonn's Pure Oil
Cornell Wolfe Service Station
Young & Ithood's Pure Oil
Shell
Alto Vista Shell
& C Shell Service
Illockwell's Shell Station
Cloverleaf Shell
Downs Shell & Weaker Service
Firestone Shell Service Station
Frayser Plaza Shell
Gray's Midtown Shell
Deems halt Shell Service Ski**
Highland Heights Shelf
Hughes Shell Service
Al Irvin* Service Stetson
Heavier Jackson's Shell Service Center
Jim's Shell
McCarthy Shell Service
Mendenhall Shell
Jim Moultrie Shell Service Station
Nolen's Shell Service
Sam's Shell Station
Taylor's Shell Service
Third & Crump Shell Service
Todd Shell Service
Union Ave. Shell Service
M. H. Walls Shell Service
Whiteisaven Shell Service Sta.
Zollinger's Shell Service
Sinclair
George A. Canals & Sons
Crofts Sinclair Service Station
Ed's Sinclair Service
Fortney's Sinclair
Frayser Plaza Sinclai•
Red Fuller Sinclair service Station
Jack Hublrarc, Sinclair
Kyles Sinclair Service
Raleigh Tire & Sinclorr ServIce
Scallion's Sinclair Service
Sit*
Sae Service Stations
Texaco
Brenner' Texaco
Tom Cain's Texaco Service
DeVorightes Texaco
Forbes Texaco Service
Hensley Texaco Service
Harlem & Echols Texaco
Linden Circle Texaco
Mceride's Texaco Service Station
C. W. Owen's Texaco
Randolph's Texaco
Bob Rasberry Parkway Village
Texaco
Elbert Rodgers Texaco Service
E. J. Ryan Texaco Service
Sadler's Texaco
Stone's Texaco Service Starion
Whitehaven Texaco
Wilemon Brothers Texaco
Harold Williams Texaco
X-L
X-L Service, Inc.
SEWING MACHINES'
The Singer Company
SHAVERS
The Shave Shop
SHAVER REPAIRING
Camp Electric Company
The Pen Shop of Memphis, Inc.
The Shove Shop
SHOES
Cashon-Wright Men's Wear, Inc.
James Davis Store for Men
Gilley s Men's & Boy's Store
Grossman s Men L Iloy's Shop
Jackson s Shoes
Karl's Famous Name Shoes
Kaufman's Lamar Corp.
Kelsey Bros. Deportment Store
Kriger & Fistunen's Department Store
Local Gentry
lawry's Shoes
& Karl's
inen's Sample Shoe Store
Ormient's Family Shoe Store, Inc.
Paul's Persh•on Shop
Peel's Shoes, Inc.
Illeiforers, Inc.
Roger's Children,' Shoes
Rothschild's Reel Wing Shoe IL
Tailors
Sailer Shoe Store
Sample Clothing Store
Self Service Shoe Mart, Inc.
Shoe Fair, Inc.
Paul Smith Shoos
Tanta Shoos
Wooer's Sootiery Lost
WilTiares Shoes
Zellner's Shoo Store
SHOE REPAIR
Coins Shea Shop
Wan Shoe Service
SUPCOVIRS
Neocy's Fabrics & Draperies
Nollienet'Tertile Store
SPORTING GOODS
Booth Hardware Company
Tommy Bronson Sporting Goods
Dive Shop
Hillman Robbins, Jr Golf Shop
House of Golf
Rugby Bargain Center
Shannons Archery Center
South Bellevue Marine & Sporting
Goods
Wilson's Bait Shop
Tort Arms Company
STEREO & HI Ft EQUIPMENT
Olean Allen Co., Inc.
Crosno Stereo Center
Hause•of Tope & Sound
Modern Music of Memphis
The Old Colony Shop
Sere Rose Television Service
Stuber's
W & W Distributing Co.
SWIMMING POOL EQUIPMENT
Memphis Pool & Landscaping Ca.
J. R. Stevenson's Pool Center
TAILORS
Huticin Tailors
Imperial Fine Men's Wear
Art ICabakoff Custom Tailor
Lansky Brothers
Louis Lents Clothiers & Tailors
Military Tailors & laundry-Cleaners
• Paul's Tailoring Co., Inc.
Rothschild's Red Wing Shoe &
Tailors
Sailor Tailor
Thtirmeft, The Tailor
Lew Weinberg ClotNiers & Toilers
TAXIDERMY
llAtEwen Taxidermy Shop
TELEVISION
Electronics
Adler Television Co.
Allied Radio & Television Service
Al's TV
Appliance Bargain Center
Appliance Repair Center
Kirby Ball Radio & TV Service
Ilerclair Radio & TV
Burns Television & Appliances
Central Appliance Company
Chamberlain Television Service
Coley Brothers Hardware ,
Collierville Radio Repair & Sales CO.
Cooper's TV Service
Crosstown Radio & lion CO.
Dink's TV & Appliances
Dixie TV Sales & Service
Dunn's TV & Radio Co.
Easum Radio & TV Service
Electronic Service Company
Ellis Furniture Company
Elmore TV Service
Jay Hogan TV
House of Tape & Sound
Harry Hungerford Tires
Kramer Television Soles Company
Madison Television Service
John Main Radio & TV Service
Marler's TV Sales 8. Service
The Old Colony Shop
Parkway Village Television Center
Sere-Rose Television Service
Southern Hardware & Supply Ca,,
Inc.
Sturgis Radio & TV Service
TV Sales Co., Inc.
WI W Distributing Co.
Weiss Auto Parts
TELEVISION REPAIRING
Adler Television Company
Allied Radio & Television Service
Al's TV
Antonio's Radio & Television Service
Appliance Bargain Center
Appliance Repair Center
Kirby Ball Radio & TV Service
lterclair Radio & TV
Chamberlain Television Service
Collierville Radio Repair and Sales
Co.
Cooper's TV Service
Crosstown Radio & Television Co.
Dink's TV & Appliances
Dixie TV Sales & Service
Dunn's Radio & TV Service
Easuns Radio & TV Service
Electronic Service Co.
Elmore TV Service
Joy Hogan TV
Lindsey Radio & TV Service
Madison Television Service
John Main Radio & TV Service
Morler's TV Soles & Service
Parkway Village TV Center
Paul's Television dr. Appliance
Service
Sere•Rose Television Service
Sturgis Radio & TV Service
TV Sales Co., Inc.
TOBACCONISTS
Tobacco Bowl
TIRES
PM Tire Service & Soles
Cleaves Auto Parts
Dell Tire Corp.
Della Tire & Supply
Hrestone Dealer Store
George's Home & Auto Store
Glenn's Firestone Home & Auto
Saintly
Gray's Firestone Store
Hayes Tire Co.
Hesselbein Tire & Oil Co.
Heileman Tire, Inc.
Ho/land Tire Co., Inc.
Holt Tire Service, Inc.
Harry Hengerford Tires
Import Auto Service, Inc.
Fat /*yew Tire Company
Lamar 0. K. Tire Store
lee Tire COOrtr
Memphis Tire Service
Morgan Tire Store
0 K. Tire Store
Raleigh Winter, Auto Associate
Stec •
TIRES
Sanford Tire & Marine Co.
Shelby Tire Co.
Steepleton General Tire Co.
Tennessee Mohawk Tire Co , Inc.
Tire Towh, Inc.
Turner Tire Soles
Weiss Auto Ports
Western Auto Associates Store
TOYS
V. F. lotto & Co.
Cremes, Imported
Happy Hal's Toy Town
Max's
Southern Hardware & Supply Co.
Inc.
TRAILER RENTAL
Highland Heights Gulf Service
TROPHIES
Roy H. Denier Company
Mid•South Trophy & Engraving CO.
TUXEDO RENTALS
Catena.* Tuxedo Shop
Imperial Fine Men's Wear
Guy W. Miller Tuxedo Shop
TYPEWRITERS
The Used Equipment Exchange
UNIFORMS
Landau Uniforms
Uniforms by Mildred Gray
Uniforms, Etc , Inc.
UPHOLSTERING
A. A. Interiors Custom Upholstering
& S Upholstering
Surkley Upholstery -
Corley Upholstery Shop
Hennings Upholstery Shop
Kay & Sea Upholstery
Modern Furniture & UphonteryCe.•
Inc.
Oliver's Upholstery
Paul's Upholstery Shop
LeRoy Pierce's Furniture, Frames.
& Upholster/
Townsend Upholstering & Refinishing
Veterans' Mattress & Upholstery
VARIETY STORES
Richbergers Dept. Store, Inc.
Rugby Bargain Center
WATCH REPAIRING
Crosstown Jewelers
Mr. C's Jewelry
Julius Goodman & Son
J. W. Jones, Jeweler
Josef's Jewelers
Lacks)/ Jewelers
Laguzzi & Barasso Jewelry
J. H. Mednikow I. Co. Inc.
Montesi Photo & Jeweiru
William L. Passkey & Co.
Snyder's Jewelers
James 0. Salley Jewelry Co.
The Time Shop
Willard B, Wells, Watch, Clock,
Jewelry Repair
Wiley's Jewelry & Gifts
WELDING SHOPS
Crillissed's Grocery Service Steele*
&Welding Shop
WEAVERS
Madison Weavers
WESTERN & MEW* APIPSIMI
Horse Services Ranch Store
Laity "I" Western Store
WIGS
Coiffures De Paris
Continental Wigs
D:anne of tilempttis
Mon Claire, Inc.
Wig City
WOMEN'S APPAREL
Ann's Fashions
Ashley's
Bert's Dept. Store
The grids Shop
The California Shop
Casual Corner of Memphis, Inc.
Cole's Ladies Apparel
The Clothes Closet
Fensininegue
Friedman's Fashions
Freudnerg's
Gay Lynn Dress Shopper lerw
The Gazebo
Genuine Sample Shop
The Grace Shop
Phil A. Halls
Halle's Lourelwood, Inc.
House of Five
Jacqueline's
Jean-Marie's Shoppe
Jean's Inc.
Kelsey Bros. Dept. Store
Kriger & Fishmen's Dept. Store
Lazy T Western Store
Lillian Fortner Casuals
Lynn's, Inc.
Marie's Dress Shoo
Milady Hot Shops
The Needle
Pal's Ladies Apparel
Poison Ivy
Riff's Women's Apparel
Rosalie's Dress Shop
Ruby's Ladies & Childrens' Apparel
Ruth's Fashions
Sally's
The Showroom
The Smart Shop
The Style Shoppe
Terry's
Tops 'N lotteins, Inc.
Town N' Travel Dress Shop
Trousseau Shop
Unis of Memphis
Wilma's Dress Shots
Catherine Young, Inc.
WOOS. AND YARN
The Yarn Born
WRECKER SERVICE
Sartain Wrecker Service & Body
Shop
Joe Williams Wrecker Service
MONUMEPITAL PLANS
TEA — The Tea Commit-
tee of Monumental Baptist
church is making plans for
its annual Calendar Tea
to be held in the Fellow-
ship Hall of the church on
Sunday, April 30, from 4
to 6 p.m. Seated, from
left, are Mrs. Birteal Ben-
son, chairman; Mrs. Joyce
Green, co-chairman; Mrs.
Elnora Payne, Mrs. Julia
Hamilton and Mrs. Virginia
Boyland. Standing, same
order, are Washington But-
ler, Matthew Harris, and
Rev. Samuel B. Kyles,
pastor. (Coleman Photo)
SATURDAY
APRIL 15th
LAST DAY
TO REDEEM
YOUR
QUALITY STAMP
COUPONS
Your Number 6 Quality Stamp Coupons expire
Saturday April 15th . .. Redeem yours now at BIG STAR!
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NEW YOR K— The second Over the four-year period,
award naming a Humble Oil! the scholarships are worth up
& Refining Company Achieve-. to $6,000, depending on financial
circumstances and need. Win-
ners may attend the colleges of
their choice.
Robinson Sees
Hot Summer In
City And Suburbs
NEW, YORK—(UPI)—Former
Baseball Star Jackie Robinson
said if Negroes don't find a
solution to their problems quick
ly it could be a hot summer
"on 42nd street, in Beverly Hill
and in the suburbs."
Robinson, president of Har-
lem's freedom Bank and a spe-
cial assistant to Gov. Nelson
A. Rockefeller, said Negroes
do not intend to "kill and be
:To
 Thee Vie Sing" is a
program of music, religion,
philosophy, and fine arts spon-I
Isored by the department of
!religion and philosophy, Dr.
Captolia D. Newbern, chair-
man.
The program, with the three-
fold theme, "God Is Great",
"Marvelous Are His Works",
and "Lord, . 1"Il Never Turn
Back" is designed to provide
the opportunity for cultural,
spiritual and fellowship ex-
periences of the participants,
killed" in their own neighbor-
hoods this summer.
If there is racial strife, Rob-1
inson said in a speech to the,
Association of Industrial ad-
vertisers, fellow Negroes have I
convinced him it will come ml
areas where discrimination oc-
curs, not in Negro ghettos.
Robinson said that if the
same kind of leadership was
taken in business and industry
that has been displayed in base-
ball "Our problems of race re-
lations would end a good deal
sooner."
B R
the program this year will he
the Verse Speaking Choir di-
rected by Mr. S. H. Porter,
Prof. of Speech and Drama.
The voluntary offering will
be used to assist a group of
Lane college students to help
build a bridge of friendship and
improve human conditions in
Africa through their partici-
pation in the work-study Jeni.
mar project of Operation
Crossroads Africa — a service
project of the Lane College
Student Christian Association.
Wrig 4. ear%1 1, 1 /4/WOW/MO&
CHOOSE
3500
Sqes to I3—AAA to 0
Size 13 sl ghtly higher
THE BUCKNELL ... Soft smooth llama °rain calf-
skIn slip-on with smart wing tip styling. Black or brown.
SHOES, MEZZANINE
LEO KING
For proper fitting and counseling when you buy Wright
Shoes, See Leo who has been selling shoes at B.J.R.
for over 25 years.
APR. 4
thru
APR. 9
featuring
RONNIE ROBERTSON
world famous skating
champion
PETRA BURKA
1965 world's cnampion
WORLD'S GREATEST
ICE SPECTACULAR
99 South Main Street
Charge Accounts Invited
Finest
Holiday
of All Time
7 fabulous
Productions
featuring
Huge Cast of
International Skating
Champions and Stars
01 a ce
22nd EDITION
D Tuesday
• Wednesday
1 Thursday
D Friday
Apr. 4-8:00 pm
Apr. 5-8:00 pm
Apr. 6-8:00 pm
Apr. 7-8:00 pm 4t7r
fl Saturday
E Saturday
III Sunday
Li Sunday
OF '67
Apr. 8-2:30 pm
Apr. 8-8:00 pm
Apr. 9-1:30 pm
Apr. 9-4 30 pm
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
PRICES—$2.50—$3—$3.50—$4—all seats reserved
NAME _
ADDRESS_ 
O. OF TICKETS
CHILDREN UNDER 16, 1 2 price
Saturday matinee 2.30 pm ONLY
CITY 
. TOTAL_ 
ATE DESIRED: 1st Choice 
 
2nd 
ake check or money order payable to:
HOLIDAY ON ICE
Send to Mid-South Coliseum, Fair-
grounds. Memphis, Tenn. 38104 and en-
close a self-addressed, stamped
envelope
fat
MID-SOUTH
COLISEUM
MEMPHIS. TENN
For Information Phone 526-5060
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LANES "MOST DISTIN-
guished" — The Alpha
Gamma chapter of Sigma
Gamma Rho sorority last
week presented certificates
of merit to "Most Distin-
guished Students" of va-
rious organizations on the
Lane college campus in
Jackson, Tenn. On front
row, from left, are Virginia
64 Students
Davis,
DEFENDER
Lane's exchange
student; Mrs. Margrette
Williams, SNEA; Annie
Wade, Delta Sigma Theta
soroity; Margaret Savage,
Math club; Florence Dud-
ley, Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority; Margaret Savage,
Iota Mu Education I Honor
society; Carolyn Bumpus,
English club, and Olga
On Honor
Roll At Geeter High
Three students were named
to the Principal's Honor RO I
for the fourth six-week period
at Geeter High school, and;
61 others listed on the simple!
honor roll.
On the Principal's Honor
Roll with averages of 95
are Larry Tucker, John Whit-
field and Thomas Byrd.
Ninth grader honor students
are Glenda Baskin, Ernest
Green, Joyce Hardaway, Doris
Jackson, Ester Phillips, Aus-
tin Pruitt, Harvell Roby. An-
drew Trezevant, Peggy Wil-
liams and Nathaniel Young.
Sophomores on the list are
Gloria Clayborne, Calvin Alex-
ander, Willie Ruth Knox, Sid-
ney Fields, --Jearline Taylor,
Brenda Joyce Walton, Helen
Jean Wilson, Deborah Pratcher
and Brenda Russell.
Eleventh grade honor stu-
dents are Betty J. Bradley,
Harry Cash, Willie Clinton, I
Tyrone Ferguson, Dolly Gar-
rison, Bonnie Walls, Connell,
Williams, B e r nice Moore,
Sherman Redden. Carol Town-
send, Charlene Scott, Leven
Smith, Pamela Starks and
Dorothy Williams.
Senior honor roll students
are Robert Gordon, Ida King,
Dorothy Love. Lois Neloms,
Vera Baskin, Mary Broadnax,
Annie Chandler, Henrietta
Chism, Ella Mae Cox, Eleanor
Douglas, Sarah Flowers. Lovie
Hardaway. Carolyn Harrison
and Christine Hemphill.
Also Brenda House, Jeanette
Jackson, Samuel Kelley, Lew
istine Ray, Margaret Ray,
Marcella Shepard. Elrudia Tip-
ton, Savannah Towns, Mamie
Townsend. David Williams,
Gloria Williams, Joyce Ann
Williams, Shirley Williams and
Pauline Wright.
Ministers To Present
Pianist In Recital
The AME Ministers Alliance
of Memphis will present Miss
Elizabeth Mance of Memphis
in a piano recital at the St.i
Andrew AME church on Fri-
day night, April 7. and the
public is invited.
Miss Mance is a graduate
of the Oberlin Conservatory of
Music. She began the study of;
piano in Columbia, S. C., under!
Miss Margaret Thornton, andl
liter studied with Prof. C.
Nickerson of Howard univer-
sity, Prof. John Elvin, a form-
er concert pianist at Oberlin,
and Prof. Paul Von Schilhaw-
sky, well-known concert pian-
ist of Salzburg, Austria.
Miss Mance is presently
studying with Prof. Emerson
Meyers, a noted composer,
pianist and teacher at Catholic
Results!
USE THE WANT AD
DEPARTMENT OF
Defender
Classified
TO BUY OR SELL
university in Washington, D. C.
She is on her second concert
tour, and has received favor-
able reviews from numerous
music critics.
One critic, Miss Nancy Lee
Davis of the Wilberforce Mus-
ic Department, said, "She
brings to the new generation
of pianists exceptional skill.
Her gifted fingers show un-
usual ability of technique and
expression."
Rev. R. L. McRae. chairman
of the program committee.
said, "Because this young
pianist shows such brilliance
and a luminous interpretation
of the master works, the
Ministers Alliance is bringing
her to Memphis. If you fail
to hear her, you will be miss-
ing too much."
Rev. E. M. Martin, pastor of
St. Andrew, is president of
the Alliance, and Rev. Delphin
Irby is secretary
Eubanks, Chess club. On
second row, from left, are
Wilma White, Alpha Kappa
Mu. French club and Pre.
Nursing; Leo 6 ra y,
NAACP; Diane Puny, Pre.
Alumni Louise Holloway,
Sigma Gamma Rho sorod-
ty, and Linda Vincent, Lane
college band. On third row,
same order, are Eddie
•
Jumper. Kappa Alpha Psi
fraternity; Enoch Oglesbs,
Ministerial Alliance; and
Paul Barnes, Omega Psi
Phi fraternity. On back row,
from left, are Melvin Ham-
lett, and David Griffin,
Lane exchange students;
and Rowan Neal, Phi Beta
Sigma fraternity.
ON WMPS FOR LeMOYNE
—Myron Lowery, a junior
at LeMoyne, presents news
from LeMoyne's campus on
Sunday evenings, 6 to 6:30
over WMPS during the
radio station's regular col-
lege program. He is heard
about six times during the
PLUMBING REPAIRS
 
...... - 1L 2-WAY RADIO SHOPS ON WHEELSFOR ECONOMY SERVIrF
Cali Tammy Rill
274-6765
HILL PLUMBING
& TILE CO.
RATHROOM RES. ODELING
A SPECIALTY
Showroom • 549 South
Is HEREi
Cooper Near Peabody
half-hour program which
also features popular mu-
sic. His guests so far have
been Coach Jerry Johnson
of LeMoyne and Willie E.
Johnson, director of the lo-
w ard Bound project at the
college.
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$7,500 Donation Helps Lane Choirs To Present
A & T iExceed Drve Goal Second Annual ConcertThe Lane college vesper the college family, and the
choir, with the college concert community.
GREENSBORO, N. C. — Le., at Murphy Hall. choir as gust artists will pre The 125-voice combined choir
cal alumni of A&T Collegetir. Lewis C. Dowdy, college, sent the second annual per, will sing hymns, spirituals,
president, host for the dimiet, formance of "To 'Thee We.anthems, and excerpts from
was principal speaker. Sing," Sunday, April 9. 5 p.m. famous oratorios and composi.
nual Alumni Giving Prog;:ani. Sampson Buie; Jr. and Mar- in the Merry High school audi- tions of eminent composers of
A goal of • $5,00 had been yin B. Graeber, co-chairmen torium, Dr. Captolia D. New-.Negro musical heritage and
for the local Gate City Chap- for the local campaign, said,bern and Robert G. Owens comtemporary life.
ter by the national Fund Rids- the committee expects to re.- directing. An outstanding feature of
ceive another $2,500 before
the end of the drive for a total
of $10,000.
chippet: in $7,500 to exceed the
goal for Greensboro in the an-
lug Committee, as a part of
the national effort by the A&T
College General Alumni Asso-
ciation to raise $75,000 by April "We propose to contact ssery
20. ArkT alumnus in Guilford Coun-
The funas were contributed ty before the close of the cam- 1
at the Pacesetten Dinner held paign." Graeber said.
Robbins GI In Alaska Is
Named Outstanding Airman
ANCHORAGE. Alaska
Airman First Class James E.1
Smiley, whose parents are Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny Mapps of 3441
Glenn St., Robbins, Ill., has
been named °outstanding Air-;
man in his unit at Elmendorf
AFB, Alaska.
Airman Smiley, an air pass-
enger specialist, was selected
for his exemplary conduct and
duty performance. The airman;
Is a member of the Military Air-
lift Command which provides
global airlift for the nation'sl
military forces.
The airman, a graduate of
D. D. Eisenhower High School,
Blue Island, Ill., attende d,
Wilson Junior College, Chicago.
His wife, Helen. is the daugh-
ter of Helen Barrion of 6933 S.
I Green St., Chicago.
Dallas Lad Wins
Humble Oil Award
ment Scholar was made to
Governor C. White, 17, of Dal-
las. Texas, "in recognition of
superior academic perform
ance and outstanding promise
for future scholarly achieve-
ment."
The winner is a senior at the
L. G. Pinkston High School,
scholastically a top-ranking
member of his class of 264 stu-
dents and a member of the
Honor Society, a member of
the Student Council and the
tennis team, student director of
the school band, and also a
member of the Chess Club.
He received a four-year schol-
arship which he hopes to use
to study science and engineer-
ing at Rice University of M.I.T.
Last year, Ernest E. Nedd, Jr.,
of Phoenix. Ariz., became the
first Humble Oil Achievement
Scholar when he was recipient
of a similar four-year award
from the oil company. the na-
tion's largest refiner and mar-
keter of petroleum products.
. The 1966 and 1967 winners
I were both selected under thethree-year-old National Achieve-ment Scholarship Program forOutstanding Negro Students —
conducted by the same non-
profit corporation that adminis-
ters the well-known National!
I Merit Scholarships.
CROWNED AT ROSEWOOD
— Milton Montpomers of$
-, the Robert R. Church Elks
Lodge, is seen crowning
Miss Pearl Hardin queen of
Artist and Models for 1967
during the fashion sbotv
held by the Artists and
Models club at Club Rose-
wood last SundafY• Miss
Hardin, holding trophy, is
vice president of the or-
ganizatioo.
What's New
A new. leakproof plastic bag
has an 18-quart capacity and
fits into most step-on garbage
pails and waste baskets. The
sanitary white polyethylene
bags are suggested also for
storage and for bolding diapers.
O'Brien Calls
For Revamp Of
Postal Service
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
General Lawrence F. O'Brien
claims Americans can have
modern mail service only by
abolishing the post office de-
partment and turning its duties
over to a non-profit government
corporation
O'Brien said Monday that the
department was trapped in a
"jungle of restrictive legislation
and custom" that precluded any
less drastic measure, if the
mounting volume of mail is to
be delivered. The situation al-
ready threatens catastrophe, he
said.
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The New Africa
When the first reports of an army
coup trickled out of Nigeria, it seemed
that Africa's most populous nation had
gone the way of so many other new
states (six within a year) into military
dictatorship. And while the Nigerian
army remained, for the most part, loyal
to the government, and thus apparently
caused the attempt to balkanize the na-
tion to fail, the situation in Nigeria is
definitely uncertain.
It is an easy mistake to lump all of
the new African states together and to
forget their marked differences in geo-
graphy, natural resources, race and tri-
bal history, much as South America is
too cften considered as a single entity.
Nigeria has some very special problems.
It is big, it is a federation of diverse
regions and peoples, is has deep rooted
institutions — tribal, religious and gov-
ernmental — that were bound to clash.
But what it shares with most of
the newer African states is that its
agencies of government are either too
young or too old to assimilate effectively
the concept and processes of a demo-
cratic society.
When tribal rule is not despotic, it
tends to be too local and too exclusive
to work well in a multi_tribal state. And
where the tribal organizations have
been broken up, or thinned out to the
point of ineffectuality, this has occurred
too recently to allow a sense of civic
responsibility or of participation in the
democratic process to work advanta_
geously in the interest of the people.
Mingled with widespread illiteracy,
poor communications and a shortage of
trained administrators, much of the new
Africa will undergo the birth-pangs of
the modern system of a constitutionally
elected government, or be under a semi_ 
benevolentmilitary rule — since, as is
usually the case, the army is the most
easily organized and exercised tool of
political power.
Africa's agonizing era must be
traced to the sudden transition from
primitive colony to self-governing state,
 Amn,•••••••
leaving no time for mastering the
I complex art of self_rule in keeping
1' with present day techniques of
organization and administration. '
The transitional phase was hasten-
ed by zealots who had labored hard and
long to remove the colonial yoke from
the necks of the native blacks. They
felt that they could no longer endure
foreign arrogance and suzerainty des-
pi,te the fact that the native popula-
tion, almost without exception, was
unprepared emotionally for the dis-
cipline required by the new order.
JACKIE ROBINSON SAYS
Watch The Nixon
to build their nations in accordance with
Those native leaders who attempted Reagan Trends
a socialist blueprint, found themselves
in a sea of confusion. Their people
knew not the direction into which they
were being led. Sectional tribalism
became a powerful threat to central
governments instead of being an
ally — simply because socialism is
too advanced a form of political ideo-
logy for an Africa that had just shed
the remnants of perversive colonial-
ism.
It is a question in t h e minds of
serious African historians whether black
Africa is ready emotionally for demo-
cracy in the form that it is known in
the West. It took the Western powers
some two hundred years to accustom
,themselves to the requirements of
democracy. And there are yet funda-
mental areas in which they have not
succeeded.
Thus the transformation of Africa,
below the Sahara, seems destined to be
long and confused. However, there is
no reason for despair, no point in re-
criminations, but no room for illu-
sions. Somehow, Africa must be sup-
plied with the tools of modern
living. The tools of government will,
for the most part have to be envolved
on the spot. What emerges may
please none of those who want to
reasonably can be expected. It will re..
vive the influence of the old continent
and its civilization.
The Dying Dark Horse
The belief seems widespread that
the famous old dark horse is not likely
to emerge from the 1968 political stable.
For one thing, the political climate that
produced a Wendell Wilkie out of a clear 
bluesky, has changed. For another,
present day strategy makes it almost
next to impossible for an unknown to
break a convention deadlock.
George Romney and Richard M.
Nixon are pursuing a course which
leaves no doubt of their intentions to
ination. Both are opening their head-
quarters in the nation's capital.
A survey of sentiment among high..
ly placed Republican chieftains reveals
that there isn't much enthusiasm for
either man. This leads to the conclusion
that a Percy or Reagan or even Rocke-
feller might get the final nod from the
GOP convention to be the party's stan-
dard bearer. These men are not dark
horses in the conventional sense. They
simply have not yet been saddled for the
seek the Republican Presidential nom_ race.
Urban Chaos
In his talk to the Joint Center for I
Urban Studies at the Massachussets In.. I
stitute of Technology and Harvard
University, the executive director of the
National Urban League, Whitney M.
Young, drew a provocative picture of
the Negro struggle in the American
society.
He told his learned audience that
the success or failure of the United
States and of white Americans will be,
in large measure "gauged by the suc-
cess or failure of Negro Americans in
their struggle for existence in the urban
environment."
• The civil rights movement he said
WAS no longer a problem for the Negro
alone, but for the whole society. The
central cities of this increasingly urban
nation are not only threatened with col..
lapse, Young declared, "but are, in fact,
collapsing, in large part due to the fiscal
drain of the ghetto."
He called attention to the glaring
fact that the time is clearly past for
half-way measures, token gestures, pilot
programs and half-hearted, one_dimen_
sional; small scale efforts. no matter
how well-intentioned.
"The crisis of our cities defies any
such simple solution. The expanding
ghettos are not only thoroughly destruc-
tive to people who live in them, but they
threaten the welfare of every major
city with strangulation and dry rot,"
Young said.
He predicted new violence in the
cities as inevitable, unless adequate
steps are taken to avoid disaster. There
is no question but that the Urban
League director's observations are
accurate and right. Without radical
action, the big cities are destined to be-
come centers of chaos and bloodshed.
By JACKIE ROBINSON
' According to the (pardon the
expression) NEW YO RK
DAILY N E WS Washington
columnist Richard Nixo n,
whose official GOP Presi-
dential Nomi nation head-
quarters was o pened in
Washington, is the Favorite Son
choice of the state of Gold-
water.
It is noteworthy also that
Gen. Dwight Eisenhower has
bestowed his radiant grin as
well as words of warmth
upon Ronald Reagan.
The former President and
his former Vice - President
whatever else they may have
done for the Grand Old Party,
Letter To
The Editor
To The Editor:
I have just read your front
page editorial dated April 1
regarding POLICE BRUTALI-
Ty, and wish to commend your
presentation, adding comments
of my own.
Surely "there is no excuse
for brutality" as you state, nor
for any other use of force
other than their badges of
authority.
All of us know from reading,
as I from observance, that in
England the "cop" is affec-
tionately known as a "bobble"
land he has always moved
around the streets protecting
. people, completely unarmed,
except' for the authority of his
badge, plus his own modest
composure. (We must recog-
nize, unfortunately, that be-
cause some English thugs
killed two of the unarmed pro-
tectors recently, there that
some changes may have to be
made "over there.")
What I believe most of us
orderly, law-abiding citizens
are concerned with is the pres-
ent fear we have of walking
in our own neighborhoods atter
dark, even to visit a friend or
attend civic meetings. Person-
ally, I think most neighbors
can get together and protect
themselves, plus property in-
volved, if they care to, without
the need for police.
occasions, to be
the best friends
the Democrats
ever had. Most
observers agree
that had Nixon
adopted one
strong stand on
any one issue
when he opposed
apHiNsoN the late John F.
Kennedy; be could have been
elected. One specific examp!e
of this failure was Nixon's
permitting the then Senator
Kennedy to steal a march on
the Negro vote with the
famed telephone call to Mrs.
Martin Luther King.
' As for the General, let it
be r e membered that his
A Point Of View
WHY PROM?
The season for high school
proms has come around again.
Eleventh and Twelth Grade
high school youngsters usually
get the dithers at this time
of year.. .figuring on evening
gowns, tuxedoes and other
forms of formal wear...figur-
ing on getting the family car
out for the night... figuring
on the big splurge at some
night spot after the prom is
over.. and not firuging on the
possible tragedies also usu-
ally mixed up with annual
proms... from one end of this
nation to the other.
It is a fact that many
parents have come to oppose
the annual high school more
or less formal dances ca,.ed
proms. They have had some
good reasons for questioning
them. Many times many of
their sons and daughters are
introduced to strong drink in
a big way... at the prom. They
experience their first real
"drunk". The use of the fam-
ily car for the night out has
led to many "prom night"
tragedies in which gas, youth,
and alcohol proved too com-
bustible, and kids were killed
or maimed for life. Then a
lot of girls and boys earn
the "real facts of lefe" for
the first time, often on prom
nights. They might well name
their first baby "Prom'... an
abbreviation of the w
"promise"...the life promise
of kids whose futeres and ca-
reers have been ruined or
tarnished by one wild night
following the prom.
On a logical basis, the odds
departments deemed necessary
for hopeful Presidential candi-
dates.
It would be a sin and a
shame for Dirk Nixon to be
Jable to make a comeback,peculiar behavior in his role
managed on two as Senior Statesman of the 
GOP, gave tremendous impe-
tus to the Goldwater band-
wagon. It will take many
years before experts will be
able to assess the depth of
damage that disaster has
done the Republican Party.
Gov. George Ronney, in
spite of a valiant bid to divorce,
himself from the racial spoli-'
cies of the Mormon Church,
is not looking well in other'
to become the standard bearer.
Impossible? That's what
was said in '64 Goldwater,
couldn't possibly get the nomi-
nation. But he did and almost
destroyed his party.
Now is the time for some
good men to come to the:
aid of that party. (ANP Fea-I
ture)
particularly if he rode the,
backlash. It would be virtually 1 There are striking examoies
a crime for Governor Reagan Of individual Negro achieve-
ment and success in all field of
'endeavor. Yet, as a group, these
people — 20-million Negri
citizens comprising nearly 10
per cent of the national popti-
lation (equivalent to the popu-
lation of our great neighbor
country to the north, Canada)
— have been sifumerged era-.
nomically.
are against proms... especially
high school proms. Added to
the negative side might be
such considerations as unne-
cessary expense in money for
the orchestra, new clothes,
and transportation. T h e n.
there is the firl who can't
find a boy to escort her. And
the boy who can't afford to
rent a tuxedo. The widowed
mother who can't afford to
buy her fir! an evening gown.
Besides the dangers m e n-
tioned formerly. It all adds
up against staging annual
Junior-Senior Prom's.
Of course, these is one co-
incidental development which
Is having a terrific effect on
halting "prom!'..particularly
in the South. The word "in-
tegration" is the buga-bear
that's beginning to run the
proms off to the hills. The
so-called integrated schools
now coming into being.. .how-
ever token, are beginning to
find it easy to forego the
annual prom. Faculty spon-
sors and parents are finding
It difficult to finda way to
handle the "social equality.'
Issue raised by proms. Some
mixed couples may show up.
some of the kids might enjoy
dancing with a youngster of
mightfind itself occupied by
a person of the wrong pig-
mentation.
There is another side to
consider. Some of the white
kids might do well to re-
member that at a mixed
prom... during which they
danced with Negroes,... they
might learn how to dance.
Negroes have a great reputa-
tion as dancers. Now, what
about that?
Negro Group
Still Deprived
STUDENT NURSES GET
TOGETHER . . . When the
Tennessee Association of
Student Nurses held its
regional meeting in Nash-
ville recently, an informal
reception was held at Ten-
nessee ,gate University.
The new two-year program
At the first meeting, project- ONLY
wide, that was called for by
our fine former manager, Mr.
Joe Nelson, following my ar-
rival in April, he pointed out
that 1) LeMoyne Gardens is in
the center of the crime area, 2)
that there is more juvenile
delinquency in our area than
in any other part of Memphis,
and 3) that we should think of
the police as our friends, and
call them, as such, when we
are in doubt or fear about a
situation.
In my year here I have ob-
served no CRIME at all And
only such "delinquency" as is
observed in most of the other
neighborhoods throughout the
United States and foreign coun-
tries visited.
Yet my good neighbors fear
the "cops," and would not
consider calling one as a
friend!
As the old saying goes,
"Where there is smoke, there
must be fire." Thus, wherever
police are brutal, we must pro-
test. Wherever they are pro-
tective we must give praise.
This is the only way we can
achieve "self government" to-
'nether.
Margaret Valiant
973-8 LeMoyne Drive
Memphis, Tenn
IN AMERICA
leading to the Associate
Arts degree and which pre-
pares those completing it
to take the state examina-
tion and become a Regis-
tered Nures, has attracted
regionwide attention. Chat-
ting during the reception
are, from left. Miss Carole
—  
McGregory of Vanderbilt
School of Nursing, who is
president of the TASN, His-
trirt III: Mrs. Millie Sprof-
kin, special guest lecturer:
Mrs. Ruby J. Smith, in-
structor at General Hospi-
tal (Nashville) and Ten-
nesse* Nurses Association
Adviser to TASN: Miss
Philomena Walker, Mg-
dent of the Tennessee
State's Student Nurses As-
sociation; and Miss Doro-
thy Coley, acting director
of Nursing Education at
Tennessee State
Those Delightful Inventions Of Power
engine
marck
By HARRY GOLDEN
During the 19th Century Rob-
ert Fulton invented the steam
and Prince Otto Von Bis-
invented power politics:
Karl Marx, for
good or evil
enunciated the
principles of so-
cialism and
Thomas A. Edi-
s o n developed
the electirc light
light. These in-
ventions, and
scores of others
which descend
to us from the Industrial Revo-
lution, have changed every as-
pect of civilized life. More, they
have made us into two worlds.
the world with and the world
without. There's no going baLk
We can only hope our ingenuity
and our humanity succeeds in
making the third World.
Ir-1
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The inventions have produced
a problematic existence for
most of tic. I would like to
celebrate the truly great inven-
tions of the 19th centry, the in-
ventions that changed the qual-
ity of life, that made life snore
delightful, more convenient,
better.
The first of these is certainly
the sandwich. It takes its name
from the Earl of Sandwich, a
,notorious wastrel and gambler
whom few thought would conic
to a good end.
The Earl, in the process of
squandering his patrimony at
gaming tables refused to
interrupt his concentration for
food. So he stuck a piece of
veal between two hunks of
breadand passed into imnior-
tality. All of us should revere
his game, all of us, that is, who
are in a hurry.
It was the English, Inn, I be-
lieve, who gave us the lending
library •out of which grew" the
public libraries all of us use
today. Libraries are undoubted-
ly as old as the Egyptian civili-
zation but they were never pub
lic, due to the fact the public
couldn't read.
And the delightful invention of
the 19th century was the park
bench which has given more joy
to lovers, philosophers, and nn!
employed mechanics than all
the poetry ever written, the
speculation ever attempted. or
the compensation ever legis-
lated.
What better place is there to
think things over than a park
bench/ Bprnard Baruch. mil-
lionaire, adviser to Presidents,
who always wore the same flop-
py hat, always sat on the same
Central Park bench and thus he
too, passed into history as a
man who enjoyed, enjoyed.
As for the 20th Century: mis
Mies and sputniks and electron- , But plastic bandages, movies
ic devices are impressive. But and scotch tape involve all of
they are not the great inven-jhumanity every second of the
tions anymore than the ballday. They have immeasurably
point pen was the greatest of improved life and enriched
the postwar development. leisure.
The three grevitest inventions
of the 20th century are plastic
bandages, movies, and scotch
tape.
Think of it this way: missiles
and sputniks and electronic de-
vices will not necessarily im-
prove the human lot. They may,
in fact, aggravate the hu-
man condition.
Only a few selected Army,
Navy and Marine officers ven-
ture into space and the tran-
sistor radio has hardly improve
programming which consists
these days either of imbeciles
telephoning annooneers or im-
beciles strumming electronic
guitars.
•
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BAR-SAYS A N D JAR.
MANS — Swing into step
with the Bar-Kays and step
into the swing of things
with Jarman shoes, the
footwear of the professional
swinging group. Watch for
these popular young swing-
ers at your favorite enter-
tainment spots and events.
If you have not heard
them, you have missed a
treat of your life in the
Negro Official Fights
..law For Fair Housing
°I SACRA M ETO, Calif. — effective
•,I. (NPI) — The first Negro de- law."
partment head in California's
history has come out against
the embattled Rumford Fair
Housing Act.
James E. Johnson, the state's
Veterans Affairs director, said
he would "prefer to get rid ofl
the whole concept of the (Rum-
ford) act and work out a new,1
r
Y.'
lit
4
workable open housing.
That law, he said, "would not
infringe on the minority's right
to have a home, and, at the
same time, would not infringe
on the rights of the majority."
Just passing a hill means
little, he said. "We have to
have a law that limits both
entertainment world. To
meet them, contact their
manager, Harry Winfield,
2182 Hunter ave., or phone
276-3879 for your next en-
tertainment date.
parties to the same degree. But
the whole thing is a matter of
attitude problem."
In taking issue with the Rum-
ford Act, Johnson was following
the line of the man who ap-
pointed him, Gov. Ronald Rea-
gan. Johnson worked as one of
Reagan's finance chairmen dur-
ing the gubernatorial c a m -
paign.
The fair housing act, being
appealed in the U. S. Supreme
Court by the state's realtors,
faces the possibility of being re-
pealed b ythe state legislature.
attitude, and we must solve the
• • • • • • .• • • • • • •
 • •
HERFF FORD
BREAKS
PRICE BARRIER
AGAIN!
SPECIAL SALE
FRI.-SAT.-MON. ONLY!
NO GIMMICKS
ALL FORDS LISTED MUST BE SOLD!
10 1965 FORDS
TO CHOOSE FROM
GALAXIES, T-BIRDS, FALCONS AND FAIRLANES
2 doors, 4 door and hardtops. Some have air coaditionlay, auto-
matic, power steering, radio, and wsw tires.
$1095 uP
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30-1966 FORDS
GALAXIE 500's-2-DOORS AND 4-DOORS
T-BIRDS--FAIRLANE 500 4-DOORS
All are factory equipped, some with air conditioning, automatic
transmission, power steering, radio an w.s.w.
1645up
DO YOU NAVE A MUSTANG 2+21
MERFF
HAS A PLAN FOR ALL TO OWN ONE
Nobody WALKS Away
HEM FORD
2450 Summer Open Nites 458-1151
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(Bias In Negro's Favor
Irks Connecticut Mother
BURLINGTON, C o n n. —
(UPI)— A mother who says
her eighth-grade daughter was
given a book containing
"Filth" and "Evil" as an as-
signment is asking the town
board of education to scruti-
nize all books used in English
classes at the Lewis S. Mills
high schooL
The book to which Mrs.
Harold Mumphrey objects is
"To Sill A Mockingbird," a
story about life in the South
in the 1930s.
Education officials said "the
First Negro
Explorer Is
Biographed
Without Matthew Henson, the
first Negro explorer, Admiral
Peary would never have reach-
ed the North Pole,
Against the background of
frozen Arctic wastes, "Dark
Companion — The Story of
Matthew Henson" by Bradley
Robinson unfolds the tale of an
epoch-making discovery, unpar-
alleled for sheer human courage
and drama. "Dark Companion"
will be published as a 75-cent
Fawcett Premier paperback in
April.
A fascinating close-up of Arc-
tic exploration a n d an extra-
ordinary biography, the book is
a deeply moving story of an
18-year-long friendship that
transcended the color line to
prove that equality among men
is a matter of the heart and
spirit — not the skin. Despite
perils and repeated failures in
the North and ridicule at home,
Peary knew that one day he
would reach the Pole.
board has never been speci-
fically faced with an issue like
this" and promised to consider
the matter at a meeting next
month.
Mi's. Humphrey. who ap-
parently objected to a court-
room scene in the book in
which a rape charge is out-
lined, said, "The book is
Prisoner Beats Gas
By Minutes
(NPI)— Accused slayer Pau
Eugene Lavergne was just -11
whiff of gas away from death
;n Scin Quentin penitentiary
last week when his execution
was stayed.
U.S. Supreme Court Justice
William 0. Douglas granted a
last-minute stay of execution fo
the 23-year-old Black Muslim.
The gas chamber .vas being
readied for Lavergne's execu-
tion whe nthe good news came.
His lawyer, Lerue Grim, con-
tends his client was legally in-
sane when he reportedly beat
and strangled to death a white
Los Angeles cab driver in 1965.
The California Supreme Court
upheld Lavergne's conviction
Justice Douglas' action will
allow Lavergne 60 days to pe-
tition the U. S. Supreme Court
for a review of his case.
AIR POLICEMAN — AIRMAN
, Roy R. Cox has been selected
for technical training at Lack-
land AFB, Tex., as a U. S.
Air Force air police man. He
is the son of Mrs. Alice M.
Cox of 4699 Ifillbrook rd.,
Memphis, and a 1966 graduate
of Geeter High school.
Hyde Park PTA
To Sponsor Series
Parents and friends sf stu-
dents attending nyde Park
Elementary school are invited
to attend the school each
Tuesday night for the next
six weeks to hear valuable
information on the theme,
"Your Child and His Prob-
lems."
The meetings began last
Monday night, April 3, and will
be held each Tuesday night,
starting at 7 30.
The series is being sponsored
by the Hyde Park Parent
Teachers Association, Mrs. S.
H. Claybon president.
A. B. Bland is principal, and
Daniel Ward assistant prima-
paL
clearly biased in favor of'
Negroes It is just as bad
to be prejaiced is favor of
Negroes as against them.-
The trial of a young Negro
accused of rape and the strug-
gles of his white attorney
from the major theme of the
book. The Nego was found
guilty.
MIRE
UNE
Add on antra plus to tear Pow
unit onn tho good testa of mini
dry !bat Bar. Sue tastes the yes
be:: would. Ccy, not symot.That's
what molts* It extra rofrestnng.
Join tho Stag Ana tonight
EXTRA REFRESHING....
RECAUSE IT'S MEWED
EXTRA DRY
CARLING 'ammo
COMPANY,
11111.1.11VILL1. ILLINOIS
Illeddlord S. .11411.0.111,
%MN of linseNy jlos•
Mrs. Humphrey charged thati
the eighth-grade English teach-
er, Miss Winifred Sanders,I
"takes delight in presenting
these ideas to youngsters.
"It's Sociali m or Commun
lam." Mrs. Humphrey said.1
"Even deeper than that, it'si
humanism. She's trying to
make a God of the human body
Miss Sanders, a teacher of
20 years' experience, said the.
issue at stake was "the right' meeting.
Page 7
of the children to read.
"The philosophy that we hold
is that it Is the responsibility
of Education to show both good
and evil," she said. It is the
responsibility of the teacher to
draw moral guidelines from
this."
The Board of Education has
withdrawn copies of the book,
pending action at next month's
NEED DRIVERS LICENSE?
We Will Help You
TENN. STATE DRIVING SCHOOL
Ph. 275-3600
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
BH S 
TAILORS
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA 74320
Memphis, Towns*
'TOM Caorpony Makes What Yoe Ask Poe Jai
Cleats* What You Think Or
MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD SORE
EAST 5014 POPLAR (At Menden
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON
BALLARD or PILLSBURY
BISCUITS 6 FOR 41°
PRIDE of ILLINOIS 17 OZ.
PEAS
MED. SIZE
4 LIMIT
1 KELLOGG'SPOP
I TARTS
LUCKY LEAF
APPLE
JUICE
101/2 OZ.
2 FOR 25°
ALL FLAVORS
39
3 LIMIT
QT. 190
FRED MONTESI
VEG.
OLEOLB.1 5°
WESSON 24 OZ
VEG.
OIL
2 LIMIT
SLICED BACON
KING COTTON
or
FRED MONTESI
WITH COUPON
DUBUQUE TEMP.
LUNCHEON MEAT
120Z. 390
CAMPFIRE
PORK & BEANS
151/2 OZ
3 FOR 290
WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS
THIN TWIN
POTATO CHIPS
[8
 .550
SLICED BACON
King Cotton Fred Mentes'
Lb. Pkg.
With coupon and MOO additional purchase, *.cludIng
valve of coupe' m•rchondi•• (fresh milk products and
tobacco also dircludod in compliance with state law).
One coupon per torn I y. Copper, •xp ire' W•dn•sday,,,
Noon, Apr.1 12.
i" FRED MONTESI
FRESH SHELLED
KNIFE & FORK
BLACK EYE PEAS
14Cg 1 1°
46-
112 * 4 •
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Society
Merry
Go-round
ERMA LEE LAWS
1 Other members of the Sutsq
. Us having a good time were
Ida Oliver, Marian Gibson and
Harriett Walker. Also making
up the contingent of Casuals
were Vera Howell, Addie
Owen, Betty Saville, and
Margaret Rivers.
Guesting were Ruth Lewis,
who won a prize; Constance
Walker, Gladys Sharp, Gladys
Greene, Mary Collier and Rosa
Robinson.
For The Record . . . Dr„
C. Eric Lincoln, has been
appointed professor of Socio-
"One of the great arts of law, Margaret and Dr. Fred logy and Religion at Union
living is the art of for- Rivers. Theological Seminary in New
getting". Apples of Gold, Angie and Dr .J. G. Hawk.' York City. He is presently
"Happy is the bride whom ins had out-of-town guests last Professor of Sociology at Port-land State college, and is the
father of one of our darling
Co-Ettes. Joyce, a senior at
for lo these many years and from St. Louis and his brother, Booker T. and Cecil. a student
the skies were filled with sun- Johnnie Hawkins from Chicago. at Fisk university. Dr. Lincoln,
shine Saturday morning on • noted author of "The BlackThe guests inspired a lively 
'Muslims in America," "MV
cocktail party at the Hawkin Face is Black," and "The Ne-
"Happy is the bride whom
the sun shines on",
Is an old saying we've heard
special order for the wedding
of Catherine Hemingway and
Beaito Casem HI, at the St.
Thomas Catholic Church with
the pastor. Rev. Theodore
Weiser, 0.F.M., officiating at
the Nuptial Mass.
The lovely young bride is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. Hemingway and her
ses Foster abode and in on the
happenings were Katie and Dr.
Linkwood Williams, Catherine
and Dr. Cleo Kirk, Esther
Haywood and Bob Franklin
with his niece and nephew.
Louise and H. French Hunter,
Jr., who were visiting him
and his wife, Winifred. from
handsome groom is the son Detroit.
of Mrs. Claudia Wilkerson The Hunters and t h e i r
Casem of Los Angeles and children. Pamela and Hansen
Benito Casem, Jr III. had quite a lively time grimage in America", is an
The bride wore a white themselves visiting and re. alumnus of LeMoyne.
dress, a white lace mantilla visiting, for Louise who had Pretty Debris Jean Macklin,
and carried a white bridal spent quite a lot of time here did herself proud in concert
bouquet of orchids and ste- in past years with the Frank- at Le Moyne Friday night.
phzotois. The youthful brides- lins and her other aunt and The enthusiastic and ap-
maids Shirley Little. Jennie uncle Addie and Dr. C. S. preciative audience gave the
Garmon and Joyce Coleman Jones who had the f a m ii y young lady a wonderful watm
all wore pink and carried pink gathering out to dinner Easter reception and demanded two
bouquets. Sunday at the Villa. encores.
Sammie White was best man They had a fun filled week-I
and the groomsmen were end dinner with the H. A.
Halvern Johnson and Joseph Collins, a guided tour of the
Jones. city with Henry A. Collin, Jr.,
The brides parents feted the as guide and another family
wedding party with a break- party hosted by Mr. and Mrs.
She's the daughter of Mr.,
and Mrs . Henry Macklin. a,
graduate of Manassas High
School, the Music Department I
of Central State College and
A. F'. Brister and Mr. and Mrs:is working toward a teacher
Moyse Jones. The youngsters. certification at LeMoyne.
Hansen and Pam had their Another young Memphian
Casem. Sr.. on Trigg. share of fun too, with small doing grand things is Melvin
The bride is a graduate of fry for him and teenagers for Malunda whose popular -Ma-
Father Bertrand High School her. Aunda's" has been remodeled
and attends LeMoyne college.; And now for our clubs . . and re-decorated beautifully.
The groom is a graduate of Mt. 1 Charlesteen Miles hosted her We were pleased to be invited
Carmel High School in Los 'D Accord Bridge mates Satur-I to the opening Easter Sunday
Angeles and attends Christian day night at her home on! by Melvin and his charming
better half Elsie and were
just fascinated with the decor,
food and the matinee show
which featured the Richard
fast following the wedding, at
the home of the groom's grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benito
Brothers college. , Lucy, and her mixed special-
Saturday even in g the' tY . which are delicious with
edgroom's grandparents a n dhors d'oeuvres. The cater 
supper broiled' chicken, pars-great-grandmother, Mrs. Bes-
sie King entertained them with ley potatoes, aspargus with Shann Quintet with Juanita
a wedding reception at their hollandaise sauce, s pi c e d Reddick's marvelous vocals.
peaches, relishes, hot rollshome. A highlight of the recep The genial Melvin acted as mr. and Mrs.
and liquer served with thetion was a call fr o m t h e M.C. and gave prizes to the Owen of 1247 S. Parkway
grooms mother in Los Angeles after dinner coffee. 
giving them her love and con- The name of the game is 
ladies for their Easter oats.
gratulations. bridge and the winners were! 
Champagne corks popping,
And speaking of weddings, Elizabeth Shaw. first 
prize a.nirnated converr.ation and the
it 3 Angela Griffin Owen. to El-
winner and was gifted withiright atmosphere madeAngela Owen and her fiancee, bert Arnold Terry, son of Mr.:perfect evening.
.
si•
Elbert Arnold Terry were here a smoked glass candy dish:
Wover the Easter week-end for arren Hawkins, second prize
winner has a Hega vase re-her to choose her wedding!
plete with three com pa rt-gown. The Albany State col-
lege teachers visited her par. ments; Willie Dean Jackson's
third prize was a jewelry box,eras, Addle and William Owen
on South Parkway. and Hiawatha Harris has a. 
And while we've got wedd. beautiful ceramic egg timer.
ings on the brain, we'd like to Other members. Willie Jones,
remind all our brides to be Sadie McCoy, and Thelma
Bro vn received floral cos- 
The artistic talent of Court-
sure to have black and white
metic bags and guest Harriet 
ney Harris is much in evidence
glossy pictures taken at the at
wedding for the paper. The Davis got a fragrant bottle of Timmy Thomas music teacher
color pictures are beautiful
Bobbie Porter was hostess 
at Lane College who has a
bill they just don't reproducel
caturday night also and to the 
hit record going plays the
well for the paper.
Orchettes. Inc., they dined at 
organ nightly at the posh sup-
From time to time, now that club
the wedding season is ap-
proaching, we'll try to give a:
few pointers we've picked up
during our tenure on t-h ei
"merry go round".
The AKA's will present their
"Magic World of Fashions"
this Sunday at Melrose High
School at 4 o'clock and last
Sunday they had a reception
for the mothers of the babies
with the sorors and decked
out African costumes. Julia
Wi 1 m o r e and Andrewnetta
Jones had such art work on
display as a King's Stool, a
replica of a golden altar of
antiquity. -Akuaba" fertility
dolls both from Ghana and
from West Nigeria there talk-
ing drums. "Ibeji" twin fetish,
an antelone headress from the
Ivory Coast and brass from
Northern Nigeria.
The girls gave talks on the
countries in which they've
lived with the husbands and
explained the various objects.
An interesting afternoon.
Elma Mardis is basileus of
Beta Epsilon Omega. Their
Southeastern Regional Director
Velma Lois Jones was just
back from Jackson. Mississip-
pi where she'd conducted a
workshop. Her entourage in-
cluded Modean Thompson and
Mertis Ewell.
Mrs. S. (Lilla) Lewis, Sr.
and Mrs. R. S. (Ruth) Lewis.
Jr.. were a delightful combi-
nation of hostesses at a dinner
party for several of the senior
Mrs. Lewis 'friends at the Jr.'s
fortress on Vance Avenue last
week.
The honorees, Mrs. Nathan-
iel (Ann) Lee of Altadena,
Calif.: Mrs. Steve (Bessie)
Jackson from Detroit and Mrs.
Beatrice Watkins from Scars-
dale. New York had all been
in Hot Springs together with
Mrs. Lewis and her hubby,
Mrs. O. B. (Hattie) Braith-
waite and Miss Allison Vance
and were on their way to their
way to their respective homes
and appreciated the oppor-
tunity to hob nob with several
others with whom they'd been
with over at the spa.
Another honoree was Mrs.
U. L. (Bessie) Mayfield who
is here from Ft. Worth visit-
ing her daughter and son-in-
week, her sisters, Gladys Webb
and Desma Jones and their
friend Ella Rose Carter all
gro Pilgrimage in America." is
an alumnus of LeMoyne.
Sociology at Portland State
college, and is the father of one
of our darling Co-Ettes, Joyce,
a senior at Booker T. and
Cecil, a student at Fisk uni-
versity. Dr. Lincoln. noted
author of "The Black Muslims
in America", ''My Face Is
Black", and "The Negro Pil-
Helping to make the occasion
festive for their son were his
handsome parents. the Sr. Mel-
vin Malundas, Dorothy Irby,
Toya Booker, Mickey Fugh,
John Olive. Harold Lewis,
James McKenzie and scores
of others.
June
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ANGELA OWEN
Is Planned
•
For.
Miss Angela Griffin Owen
F.
East
have announced the engage-
ment and approaching mar-
riage of their daughter, Miss
Willia
and Mrs. Steve Terry, Sr.,
of Brighton, Ala.
The wedding will take place
at the St. Thomas Catholic
church in Memphis on Friday,
June 9.
The bride-elect is a psychol-
ogy teacher at Albany State
college at Albany, Ga. She is
a graduate of Hamilton High
school and received her Bache-
lor of Arts degree from Spel-
man college in Atlanta.
While at Spelman. s h e
served as news editor of the
college paper, vice president
• of the Dormitory Council, year-
"Elegance UnLimited" is the! and Mrs. Jeff Marshall co'; book staff member and treasur-
. theme and it will unfold Sun- er of the Sunday school. Mr. Terry' is an instructor Warm Springs. Ga.
day May 7, at Club Paradise
under the artistic hands of
Dee's of Memphis. The talented
Josephine Norman of "Dee E
Josephine says the wig look is
gone and will display weaving.
hair pieces, hair coloring et 
in the contest at Parkway by her club members as a the latest fashions from the
al. Lovely models will wear B
Gardens Presbyterian Church. token of their esteem. As a "Clothes Closet". Mark it on
''Twas really a colorful affair matter of fact all of the girls your calendar, it'll be an even
, 
- Civil rights leader Roy Wilk- we have an emotional racial tation of H.C. Chad) McCle1-1
;ins warned of a "crisis situa- overlay.The prablem is urgent. lan, president of the Manage-I
Miss
Master
Michigan and former resident
of Chicago. She received a
B.S. degree at Eastern Michi-
gan university, an M.A. degree
! at Wayne State university. She
I also attended Howard Univer-
sity in Washington. D.C.. and
continued to study at the Uni-
versity of Michigan in the
. field of guidance and personnel. The members made reports
on the project of the City Fed-
She has also been active in eration, "An Evening of Song,''
Owen received t n e in the department of physics serving as a 
volunteer 
bruce Hall! civic and community
of Arts degree in and chemistry at Albany State
cal psychology from Fisk uni-! college. He received his Bache-
versity and did additional of Arts degree from Miles
study at the University of Vi- college in Birmingham, and
enna. Austria, from which she the Master of Arts from Fisk
received a certificate in psy- university.
He belongs to Phi Beta Sigma
fraternity, the American
Chemical and Beta Kappa Chi
societies, the Georgia Acade-
my of Science and the Ameri-
can Association of University
I 
Professors.
Miss Owen is the maternal
granddaughter of Warren B.
Griffin, Sr., and the late Mrs.
Griffin, and the paternal grand-
daughter of the late Mr. and
,Mrs. Abner B. Owen, Sr.
The prospective bridegroom
I is the grandson of Mrs. Willie
Terry and the late Mr. Terry
of Brighton, and the late Mr.
Employment Coordinator
Is Appointed At A&P
Elevation of Mrs. James A.
Watt, Jr. to a position of
greater responsibility with the
recently enlarged Middle West-
ern Division of The Great A
& P Tea Company was an.
nounced this week.
Mrs. Watt served the food
chain as employment coordi-
nator for the company's former
Central Western Division in
Detroit until its recent merger
with the Middle Western Di.
vision in Chicago.
In her new assignment she
has assumed enlarged re-
sponsibilities in coordinating
recruitments for the company.
She will work out of head-
quarters in Chicago, serving
a 12-state area including Illi-
nois, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana,
Missouri, Iowa, Wisconsin, Kan
sas, Minnesota, Kentucky, Ten-
nessee and northern Mississip-
pi-
Her work will be primarily
in human relations, contribut-
ing in many ways to the imple-
mentation of Equal Employ-
ment Opportunities.
Prior to joining the nation's
oldest food chain, Mrs. Watt
served as junior administrative
assistant for the Detroit Board
place hundreds of high school 
Art And Soda!of Education, and helped to
students in full and part time 
jobs. Previously, she was a Club To Celebrate
teacher and counsellor in the
public schools of Detroit.
Mrs. Watt is a native of
••••'• . •
MRS. J. A. WATTS, JR.
United Community Service,
March of Dimes, Y.W.C.A.,
Delta Home for Girls, and ..
National Council of Church4.1
Women. She is past presidntl
of the Michigan Association of-.
Women Deans and Counselors
and Delta Sigma Theta in De-
troit; a member of the Guid-
ance Association of Detroit
and Vicinity and Detroit Urban
Guild. In addition, she is an
honorary member of the Eta
Phi Beta, a national business
sorority.
with
affairs, to
onthe
Always A
Better Way
CINCINNATI — Paper caps
and gowns for graduating uni-
versity seniors are the latest
fashion fad.
Some 2,500 University of Cin-
cinnati students who will re-
ceive degrees this June will be
comfortably cool in the no-
deposit, no-return outfits, in al-
ways fashionable black.
The seniors approved of the
caps and gowns on a recent
questionnaire.
Morrison 's and went to Bob
bie's home on Edward Cove
for cocktails and games. Vir
ginia Harding who recently
became the mate of Herbert
was showered with wedding
gifts.
Ernestine Adams had repre-
sented her faculty at the re-
cent TEA meeting in Nashville
and was given a lovely gift
received prizes from the vari- mg well spent.
ous games played during the Mertis Ewell will sing and
evening. Norma Griffin's dance group
Other Orchettes on the scene, will perform. Tell you mare
were Jean Bumpus, Laur a, about it later.
Robinson Barbara Freeman,
Jean Fallie, Mae Smit h,
Florence Bonner. and Dorothy
Walker. This group of femmes
has been responsibile for bring-
ing several top entertainers to
our fair city.
It was a dual role played
by Lessye Sugarmon when she
had her two bridge clubs over
Easter Saturday, the Sutz-Us
and the Casuals plus some
guests.
After they'd been served
delicious roast beef dinner with
parsley potatoes, green beans,
tossed salad, hot rolls and a
divine short cake whose recipe
all the girls tried to snare
from the cateress they turned
to bridge.
Pink champagne and gore-
geous costume jewelry and
pretty Easter bunny center-
pieces made the evening's
game ever so delightful. And
Sutz-Us m e mbers winning
jewelry were Ethel Tarpley,
Althea Price and Frances
Haves. Casuals winning were
Dot Donegan
Sensational In
Puerto Rico
SAN JUAN —I NPI1— "I had
been expecting a nice recep-
tion," said pianist-singer Doro-
thy Donegan, "but I had no
idea it would be like this."
Miss Donegan. who thrilled
, first-night audiences of mid-
winter vacationers at t h e
Americana Hot e I. is in the
second stage of her fast-mov-
ing comeback.
Two doctors, four attorneys,
and three industrial manufac-
turers chartered a special
plane to bring their wives to
this island resort after hearing
Martell Trigg and Jewel the singer recently at the Lon-
Speight. don House in Chicago.
YOU MAY HAVE A HITIII
COME IN AND MAKE A
DEMO RECORDING
ALSO,
PROMOTION
PUBLISHING
RENTALS
BRING AD & GET
FREE HALF HOUR
SESSION WITH
1 PAID.HOUR
EXPIRES MAY 15, 1967
ATTENTION!! BANDS
PHONE
7 526 0371
ArX4
PIANO CO.
121 UNION AVE. MEMPHIS
chology.
She has published and re-
ceived recognition for an a7ti-
cle in the Journal of Excep-
tional Children.
Miss Owen was presented to
Society in 1958 with the Kappa
Debutantes and later by her
parents at a formal recep-
tion. She is one of the chart-
er members of the Memphis
chapter of Jack and Jill of
America. Inc.. She belongs
to the American Psychological
Association, the Council of
Exceptional Children, and the
American Association of Uni-
versity Professors.
ucation, Job Stalemates
amed For Racial Crisis
tion" among Negroes created
by the prolonged denial of
equal education and job op-
portunities.
Speaking to more than 30
Los Angeles industrialists and
personnel executives, the ea.e-,
cutive director of the National
Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People, said: ,
"All the things we should'
have been doing all along,
we've failed to do and now
"There is a small vocal
monority in the Negro com-
munity which says over and
over that Negroes can never
make it in America, that Viet
only solution is to turn inward
and build up 'black power.'
This sort of thing is growing
because the white community'
is not yet aroused to a fever-I
pitch awareness of the powder
keg."
Wilkins spoke at the invi- 1
ment Council for Merit Em-I
ployment, Training and Re-
search.
Since the 1965 Watts riot, the
council has promoted the hiring
and training of minority per-
sons by private industry.
Wilkins .:;aid he would "Nev-
er be able to convince Stokely
Carmichael) and his people
that the system will work until
It works.
DAILY WAREHOUSE SALE DAILY
MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS
Warehouses in all leading U.S. Cities
100', HUMAN HAIR
WIGS AT WHOLESALE PRICES
TO THE BUYING PUBLIC
IOU% HUMAN
HAIR WIG
I.
SPECIAL
HANDMADE WIGS
$5995
$125.00 Value
PHONE
527-3619
BUY DIRECT AND
SAVE UP TO
50% OR MORE
WE HAVE EVERY COLOR
SEE US FOR
EXPERT STYLING
Our Wigs Are...
• Adjustable - Venilated
• Finest Workmanship
100% Human Hair
WIGS
95
FREE HEAD FORM
WITH EACH WIG
MON CLAIRE INC.'
14 NO. MAIN STREET
CORNER SOUTH COURT ST.
OPEN DAILY
10:00 T05:34
THURS.
T1L 830
52nd Anniversary
The Hiawatha Art and Social
club held its monthly meeting
at the home of Mrs. Willa
Briscoe of 797 Boston st., and
serving with her as co-hostes-
ses were Mrs. Zana Ward and
Mrs. Mildred Crawford.
be presented in
Sunday, April 9.
Easter greetings were sent
to Mrs. Lucy Fowlkes, Mrs.
Mary D. King, Mrs. NI.J.Owens
Mrs. Amanda Smith and Mrs
Mary E. Murphy.
Plans were made for the
club's 52nd anniversary to be
observed in April.
Aside from the hostesses,
those present were Miss Annie
Thompson, Mrs. Lillian Scott,
Mrs. Grace K. Tardy, Mrs.
J. H. Seward, Mrs. Jessie
Lockart. Miss Maggie Newsom,
Mrs Thelma Hooks, Mrs. Ear!
Green, Mrs. Flora Cochrane,
Mrs. W. A. Bisson, Mrs. Lettie
Poston. Mrs. Winnie Hill, pre-
sident, and Miss B.C. Lenoir,
secretary and reporter
051 n n • union
.4)111111and mall
fashion specialists in sites
18 to 60 and 161/2
 10 321/
sePrmicker
fo-piecer
16.00
sizes; 38 to 52
cool Summer comfort in fresh,
crisp seersucker of acetate and
cotton . . . washable, of course,
and little or no ironing neces-
sary . . . Oioose vertical strip•
ing of blue or green, each
with white.
MA 11. OR DEPT: arlif 50c
pneri9g nilv$ tax for
Ttnne$,ra deisiery.
J DOWNTOWN • 44 S. MAIN • 527-6431
UNION AYE. •14092 UNION • 274-2065
WHITSHAVIN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 396.0044
STOUT SHOPPE
Til
Thr
stei
Sa
$50
aft•
Ion
pha
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TINY CONTESTANTS —
Three of the above young-
sters will be awarded U.S.
Savings Bonds of $100,
$50 and $25 next Sunday
afternoon when Beta Epsi-
lon Omega chapter of Al-
pha Kappa Alpha sorority
stages Its "Magic World of
Fashion" in the Melrose
High school auditorium at
4. Providing entertainment
between fashion scenes
will be the Bar-Kays and
dance groups from liana
ton Elementary directed by
Mrs. Gloria Vetoes and a
group from Hyde Park
Elementary directed by
Mrs. Earline Mobley. Ten
scholarships will be award-
ed to seniors from Mem-
phis and Shelby County
high schools. Mrs. Juanita
Spring Art Festival
To Feature Jenkins
Highlight of LeM o y n e's
Spring Arts Festival Week,
April 10-14, will be the pre-
sentation of Bennie Jenkins,
tenor, in concert in Bruce
Hall on Tuesday night, April
11.
The recital will begin at
8:15 and will be free to the
public.
Mr. Jenkins, who placed
second two years ago in the
Metropolitan Opera company's
regional tryouts in Memphis,
is an instructor of English
at Carver High School.
Another outstanding feature
of the festival will be the
University of Iowa Faculty
Art Exhibit which will be on
display throughout the week in
the Alumni Room of Hollis
F Price Library.
Dr. Paul Hayes, chairman
of the festival, said a tea
will open the art exhibit on
Monday afternoon, April 10.
Eleven LeMoyne students
will give a recital in Bruce
Hall at 1030 Thursday morn-
ing, April 13. Scheduled to
participate are Miss Dallas
V. Ishmael, dance; Miss Fan-
ny Webb and Miss Barbara
Hence piano, and Miss Alva
A. Crivens. Miss Brenda Bell
BENNIE JENKINS
Miss Debris Jean Macklin
Miss Susie Thomas, Louis
Harvey, Joseph Jackson, Lar-
ry Coney and Allen Dillard,
singers.
Others events will include
chapel on Wednesday, a po-
etry session and student play
on Thursday and a Student
NEA program on Friday.
Use Of Point Count For
Evaluation No Panacea
By Dr. A. R. FLOWERS
The use of the point count
to evaluate a hand is perhaps
the most valuable tool that
has been deVOloped in the
attempt to easily assess the
value of one's hand. One would
find it nearly impossible to
successfully learn the game
of bridge without resorting to
its use.
But beware. It is not a pan-
acea. Critical evaluation of the
cards cannot be assessed by
a specific point count, judg-
ment of the positional value
of certain cards in a com-
petitive auction, determining
when to bid or pass in spite
of the possession or lack of
high cards and many other
intangibles are what distin-
guishes good hands better
than players.
The most popular point count,
that of Milton C. Work, gives
a value of 4, 3, 2, and 1 to the
A, K, Q, and J. respectively.
This total high-card count of
10 in each suit equals a tota;
of 40 high card points in the
entire deck. Add to this the
distributional points that are
for short suits (or long) when
a trump fit has been found
and the average deck con-
Bills .Slate 4th
Exhibition Game
tains about 45 points (hi cards
and distribution. There can
be a great variation in this
total count up or down, de-
pending op distribution. Ex.
If one side obtains the con-
tract and one partner is void
in a suit has at least 4 trumps,
while the other has 4 small
cards in partner's void suit
then he can ruff (Trump) each
of the 4 small cards, effective-
ly cancelling out 1 0 of the
opponents hi-cards. A void in
each hand may concel 20
hi-card points reducing the
deck to a 20 point total.
 41111111111111, 
Chambers is chairman of
the project, Mrs. Shirley
Watkins chairman of fash-
ions, and Mrs. Cathryn
Johnson chairman of pro-
duction. The public is in-
vited to attend the affair
on Sunday, April 9.
THE ADULT SOCIAL COMMITTEE
of
FATHER BERTRAND HIGH SCHOOL
Presents
THE MASQUERADE BALL OF THE YEAR
Music By
JOHNNY LONDON & HIS SWINGING BAND
10 P.M. T1L 2 A.M.
FATHER BERTRAND'S GYM
FRIDAY, APRIL 7, /967
All proceeds benefit school
Students, Leaders March On City Hall
To Protest Memphis Police Brutality
Approximately 900 personsask for
representing LeMoyne, Owen
and Memphis State, staged a
march today on city hall in
protest of police brutality in
Memphis. According to Dr.
Boasco Smith, it was not mere-
ly a reaction against recent
incidents invo lying police
brutality t o ward Clinton
Jameson, a student at Le-
Moyne, but "We are merely
concerned with police brutality
In general." He added "How-
ever, some students knew
Jameson."
Students vi a r ched from
Harried° to Beale Streeet and
down Beale to Main Street
to City Hall where the regular
meeting of the city com-
missioners was scheduled. SORIO
signs read: "We want freedom,
justice and equally; "Protect
us from our protectors; Mem-
phis Brutality Squad" and
Please don't beat me.
After students and leaders in
the, local chapter of the
NAACP had set through 70
of the items on the agenda
(not aware that there was only
one remaining). Rev. S. B.
Kyle took the floor and stated,
"Mayor Ingram you seem to
be ignoring us, we're here to
be heard. What you have to
say could be said later. I
am here in the interest of HONOREE —Barry L. Strong
peace and tranquility . . . Founder and director of the
However we are prepared to Mallery Knights Charitable
stay all night if necessary." Organization", was presented a
Immediately, shouts, yells Distinguished Service Award as
and applauses rang out through a community leader, along with
the building. Then Rev. Kyle other outstanding Memphiaus,
added, "Usually your announce- March 28, at the Second Con-
ment perod comes first; how- gregational Church, Where Rev
ever Mayor Ircram disagreed John Charles Mickle is pastor,
with him . . . Ipverend and Atty. A. A. Latting is
Kyle continued with his re- chairman of the Program Corn.
marks stating that he had mittee. Mr. Strong s a i d,
been to the commissioners "This is the first such award
several times but, "I decided our organization, represented
to come not alone, but with by myself, has received. The
filiends." He expressed his president of our organization
interest in the treatment of is Rev. D. E Herring Jr.,
Negroes by police officers along with all the members
and stated that this is a very and the Junior Mallory Knights
important concern to the organization are honored. We
Negro community. will continue to work hard in
He also pointed out that he our community endeavors with
had been to the commission to your help and encouragement."
Knicks Commend McGuire's
Good Job With New Pact
NEW YORK —(UPI)
— The Knicks held down third
Coach Dick McGuire, who help- place for most of the season,
ed the New York Knickerbock-
ers escape the Eastern Division
cellar for the first time in
eight years, Tuesday was re-
hired for the 1967-68 season by
the National Basketball Associa
tion club.
Hampered by injuries and,
often-criticized for his handling:
of $200,000 rookie Cazzie Rus-
sell, the 41-year-old McGuire led
the Knicks into fourth place and
a berth in the playoffs — its
first since the 1958-59 campaign
— with a 35-46 record.
but Dick Barnett, one of their
top scorers, ruptured an Achil-
les tendon and Dave Stallworth,
first-line reserve, suffered a
heart attack during the closing
weeks. Guard Howard Komives
missed 16 games because of an
ankle injury and Em Bryant,
another backcourtman, was side-
lined for 18 games with a torn
out a total of 67 games was
I missed by Knick personnel this
'season.
but this
Instead,
board has been set up. I president
After Rev. Kyle's statements,
Ed Johnson, a student at
LeMoyne addres Bed the
commission stating, "We are
overwhelmed and tired of the
brutality exerted by the Mem-
phis Police Department. He
added this is uncalled for and
we are tired. We demand
No salary terms were dis-
closed.
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BUFFALO — (UPI) — The
Buffalo Bills. Eastern Division
American Football League
champions, Tuesday, announced
an exhmfflon game against their
traditional rivals, the Boston
Patriots.
The announcement raised to
four the numbcr of preseason
games for Buf;alo. The others
include the Miami Dolphins at
Menials. Aug. 5: the NFL's
Detroit Lions at Detroit. Aug
14 ind the Philadelphia Eagles
at Home, Aug. 25.
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a civil review board, that the city quell this kindi
had not been granted.' of treatment immediately."
a crime commissioni Another student, Charles Diggs,
of the Junior class
at Lemoyne, stated "How can
a city like Memphis stand by
and see charges dismissed
when a person has been beaten
almost to death. Commissioner
Lane directed a quwstion to
Mr. Diggs. "What has your
community done to avert
citizen brutality on police-
men." He suggested that the
chapter at Lemoyne should
devote some time to influence
citizens from attacking police
officers. "You might consider
this as a project."
Dr. Basco Smith stated, we
need to be honest and admit
that police brutality does
exist. Directing his remarks
to Commissioner Claude Ar-
mour, he stated, "I know
that you rule the police de-
partment with an iron hand.
We are proud of the pnowledge
that you have. Once you de-
cide that police brutality should
end, we know that it will
end." Rev. Bell, pastor of the
Parkway Garden Presbyterian
Church asked that the police
who were responsible for
the beating of Jameson, be
released from the police force
as unfit.
Mayor Ingram stated that
the grievance would be heard.
Club Hears Report
On Annual Trip To
BTU Congress
The NCC Club met on Sat-
urday, March 25, in the home
of Mrs. Carrie Wilkins and a
progress report was made on
the annual trip to the National
Sunday School and Baptist
Training Union Congress.
Following a review of the
Sunday school lesson, member
enjoyed a delicious turkey
dinner.
Attending were Charlie Wal-
ton, Mrs. Pinkie Walton, B.
H. Holleman, I. P. Bennett,
B. L. Woods, Mrs. Adelene
Garner, Mrs, Lizzie Holliman,
Mrs. Odella Woods, Mrs. Nanc
Bedford and Mrs. Carrie Wil-
kins, the hostess.
The club's next meeting
will be held at the home on
Mrs. Garner at 939 Ford pl.
on April 15.
Ex-NY Giant Ace
Signed By Lions
DETROIT (UPI) — The
Detroit Lions signed eight
new players for the coming
season, including former New
York Giants guard Mickey
Walker.
Walker, a former Michigan
State star, played on three
Giants Fastern Division cham-
pionship teams before dropping
out of pro ball last year to
take on assistant coaching du-
ties at Kansas State.
A
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WIG CITY
Cordially Invites You During
Their Second Anniversary
REDUCTIONS ON
ENTIRE STOCK
5%• 50%
LAY-A-WAYS & TERMS
EXPERT STYLING
Phone 948-6519
WIG CITY
¼_j29 SO. BELLEVUE BLVD.
Union Planters announces
INSTANT
INTEREST
Interest now compounded daily on savings accounts
from day of deposit to day of withdrawal
"Instant" interest is Union Planters' new way of making year
savings work harder to earn more money for you. Instead of
compounding interest quarterly, effective April let we will compound
it daily, 365 days a year. This means that the day you make a
deposit your money goes to work for you. It earns " inwent- interest.
No loss of interest on *ithdrewiths--With " instant" interest you
. don't have to wait for "in tesesedaya" to maks withdrawals. Since
Scitavsstis compounded daily your money always earns interest
for the exact number of cisYs you have it on deposit. Yew sayings
account is more flexible, more useful, more valuable now than Wel
- before at Union Planters National Bank.
16ave automatically. toe--For Maximum convenience and earning/.
you can have !none) transferred autom.ttically every month film
your checking aorrunt to your savings account. With "insteur• -
interest there's even more reason for using this convenient _u!
plan. Get details at-any Union Planters Family Bankinv OWES
UNION PLANTERS
NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS'
I Planters pave the highegt hank interest rate
nn 'Mina perftleed Tennomme and your mama
*raj* are insured to vemo by th•Forkr•114.818
*111(• Insurance Corp-wash's
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leagues break camp and head
toward their home bases is
sometimes referred to as heart-
break week for many promis-
ing rookies who will be sent
to minor league teams for DODGERS EXODUS
pore seasoning. As the Ameri- What must have been a
can and National League bitter pill for Los Angeles root-
squads trim down to player ers to swallow was sheer de-
light for the rest of the Na-
tional League, especially the
Pittsburgh Pirates. When
ties in each circuit. Baltimore, Sandy Koufax announced his
retirement because of ills ail-
ing left arm, N.L. hitters, if
asked probably would have
kicked into the pot his re-
SPORTS
HORIZON
1.1111.11111EMBy BILL LITTLE
The week before the major the pitching but Rookie of the
Year Tommy Agee was the
only bright spot in the Chicaga
offense which finish at the bot-
tom of the standings.
limits for next week's baseball
openers, the pennant races
shape up as three team bat-
the defending world champions,
have shown no reason why the
Orioles should be counted out
of the race for their second
flag in a row. In the National tirement money. Despite the
the Los Angeles Dodgers had bursitis affected elbow, Koufax
just about everything happen' again threw little pellets that
to them to give assurance hat had batters wishing they could
the bums won't be around asi take sick leave days wheu the
participants in the World Serieshazooka speed lefty toed the
next fall. rubber. Koufax's sudden de-
The young hard-throwmg.parture and Maury Wills losing
Baltimore mound corps showed
real promise in mowing down
the Dodgers, and after that
sensational showing against
Los Angeles, American League
batsmen can't expect to fatten
their averages when they face
penalized by owner Walter
O'Malley for stealing home in
the wrong direction virtually
assured the Dodgers that a
new champion will face the
A.L in the next World Series.
Wills was traded to the
Hank Bauer's rotation of start-IPirates in exchange for Bob
ers and those flame throwersiBailey after the little short-
who stalk from the bull penistop left the Dodgers and re-
turned home while the team
remained in Japan for a series
fo exhibition games with Jap-
O'Malley's blessings, and it
was like a one-way ticket to
the Smoky City. Going to Pitts
burgh might not prove bad at
all. After all, the Dodgers re
turn to Dodger Stadium so 
ph • I
Wills can still see old friend,
his base stealing against the
Dodgers might even earn him
leagues, Robinson is again a few adversaries. The Pirates
expected to apply the puochwere already loaded with strik-
in the Orioles attack. Enemy
Ditchers can't pitch around
Frank because slick fielding
Brooks Robinson and John
Boog Powell will probably
flank him in the line-up. The
trio all received MVP votes,
and at various stages of the
1966 season, each was promi-
nently mentioned as a possible
winner. Sam Bowen, the strong
outfielder f r om Tennessee
State. has been battling hard
this spring for a starting po-
sition.
Minnesota tailed off last with Juan Marichal beading the
season after winning in 1965111i:triers and the Willies Mays
but the Twins, long noted for and McCovey continuing their
. ;:lheir muscle at the plate, are bombardments of rival pitchers
-"counting on Jim "Mudcat" The Atlanta Braves, another
PROGRESS IN LITTLE
ROCK — Members of the
Board of Trustees of Phi-
lander Smith College in Lit-
he Rock. Ark., voted re-
cently to construct a new
science hall at the cost of
$800,090 and officials are
seen here after making the
in the late innings to bail out
faltering start ers. Frank
Robinson, who came to the
Orioles in that famous (in-1 anese nines. Wills left without
'famous according to Cmcy
fans) trade with Cincinnati
last season won every honor
a hitter could snare. Grabbing
the hitting title and the home-
run derby to justify being
named the league's most vain-
ble player. the first player
to cop the MVP award in both
—..to bounce back from sub-par
- to give the Minnesotans a shot
at another A.L. crown. De-
troit players are confident that
the acquisition of Rocky Coln-
vito from Cleveland will put
more beef in the Tigers' ar-
senal which already features
fencebusting Willie Horton. Al
Kaline. Hal Cash and Bill circuit power seems to be the
Freehan. The White Sox has name of the game.
ing power with a line-up of all-
stars in the persons of N.L.
MVP Roberto Clemente, Willie
Stargell. Don Clendenon, Mat-
ty Alou and Bill Mazeroski
If the Pirates get some
steady pitching from rangy
Bob Veale. Vernon Law and
Al McBean they could be a
run-away winner. Pittsburgh
should get its chief challenges
from San Francisco and At.
lanta. The Giants are hoping
that this season they can over-
come their late season collapse
- Grant and southpaw Jim East power laden club headed by
clubbing Han.k Aaron, like
Pittsburgh has to come up with
a sound pitching staff to com-
pliment the ringing line drives
that are sure to come from the
bats of Joe Torre, Felipe Alou,
Mack Jones and Rico Carty in
addition to the consistent slug-
ging of Aaron. In the senior
LeMoyne Track Team To
Run At Alabama A&M
LeMoyne College's 11-man
track team will take on the
THINCLADS OF Alabama AM
State college at Normal this
Saturday afternoon, April 7.7 7
The LeMoynites opened
their track schedule last week-
end against Rust College at
Holly Springs, Miss.
Other track events on Le-
lioyne's schedule:
April 14 — 15 — Alabama
State College Relays at Mont-
gomery.
April 28 — Tr-meet at Knox-
ville, Tenn.
(LeMoyne, Fisk and Knoxville
May 5 —6 — Tuskegee
(Ala.) Relays.
May 12 — 13 — SIAC meet
in Atlanta.
Standouts OD the LeMoyne
team are Capt. Robert Car-
ter. a sophomore distance run-
ner, and freshman Willie
Thomas from Douglass High,
a sprinter.
Other members are Stephen
Carter, sprinter; Floyd Christ-
ian, hurdler; Melvin Ford,
sprinter; James Plunkett,
sprinter: Joseph Richmond,
,
HAIR COLORING
Mos That GRAY
The Lasting Way -
le put t7 alsysides
et howl* . . eves
faded hair be-
comes younger looking
with highlights. STRIS
dark and lustrous, ra
Hair Coloriog won't Tuba
, 'wo
tiewask or. Safe wait
rsts. too. Try ST
LY 98*
"
STRAND 
Choice at
asks-nark 8,ows
Sows -4sfert
Mktg/Rot year *assist.
distance runner: Calvin
son, distance runner.
Robert Stubbs, sprinter.
Thom
and
announcement. Seated from
left are Dr. Morris A. Jack
son and Bishop Noah W. May BoxingMoore, Jr., chairman of the
Board. Standing are T.
Dr. Ernest T. Dixon, Jr..
Walter Hardy, Jr., left, and Tourney To
president.
ander Smith
ul aence
Will
Hall
The Board of Trustees of, hall will begin September, 1967.
Philander Smith college hasIGinocchio. Cromwell, Carter,
taken a big step forward in Neyland, Inc., the architect,
their "Onward March" pro-
estimates it will take approxi-,gram. "It's a scientific age,"
said Dr. Ernest T. Dixon, Jr..
College. President. "and we
are part of it. The recent
action of our Board will put
us where the action is."
The Board voted to erect a
new science hall which will
house the latest in modern
laboratories. The building will
cost $800,000. Dr. Myron F.
Wicks, general secretary of the
Methodist Board of Education,
Division of Higher Education,
announced that The Methodist
Church would contribute
$150.000 toward the project.
The Federal Government has
granted $261.609 toward the
cost and the balance of the
fund is to be raised in a
campaign projected for Little
Rock and throughout the State
of Arkansas.
Biship Noah W. Moore, Jr.,
the chairman of the Board,
pointed out that the city of
Little Rock would be benefited
to the extent of nearly a mil.
lion and a half dollars that
would flow through the city
in the course of construciion
in addition to the greater and
more lasting values of better
educational facilities.
It is anticipated that con-
1struction on the new science
mately 12 months to complete
the building, making it avail-
able for use during the school
year of 1968-69.
The Board of Trustees in-
cludes Mrs. Winthrop Rocke-
feller, Warren K. Bass, Wil-
liam Nash, Graham R. Hall,
Curtis R. Swaim, A. Dan
Phillips, Dr. Morris A. Jackson,
Dr. Clavin R. Ledbetter, Jr..
and Reverend Jpe R. Phillips,
Jr.
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ELASTICIZED
SNUG-A-MATIC TOP
LINE (HIDDEN TO
IMPROVE APPEARANCE)
MAKESTHIS SLIP-ON EXCEPTIONALLY
COMFORTABLE, SLICK HIGH GRADE
SHOE IN EVERY WAY
30 South Main Street
525-1931
Aid St. Jude
The Southeastern AAU Box-
ing Tournament will be held
at the Mid-South Coliseum
May 3-5. and proceeds will
benefit the St. Jude Research
Hospital for Children.
The directors, David Good-
win and Henry Harrison. stat-
ed that teams have been invit-
ed from Atlanta. Jackson
Miss., Knoxville, Chattanooga,
Nashville and Arkansas to
participate in the tournament.
A city elimination will be
held April 28 and 29 for the
boxers to represent Memphis
at the meeting.
Persons wishing to box in the
city elimination should contact
Mr. Harrison at • 527-4471 or
682-8807.
Photographs of the Memphis
directors and the boxing teams
will appear in Danny Thomas's
ALSAC publication.
STUDENT WINS TRIP —
Joe W. Gordon, center, a
Geeter High school junior,
shows his science teacher,
Arnett G. Montague, left,
FUEL SPECIALIST — Airman
Clifton Mallory, son of Mrs.
Pearl Crutcher of 3446 Weaver
rd., Memphis, has been se-
lected for technical training at
Amarillo AFB, Tex., as a fuel
specialist. He is a 1961 grad-
ate of Soldan High school at
St. Louis, Mo.
FOOD SPECIALIST — Airman
Brinkley E. Williams, son of
Mrs.Cora L. Williams of 2553
Park ave., Memphis, has been
selected for technical training
as a U. S. Air Force food
service specialist at Fort Lee,
Va., he is a 1965 graduate
of Melrose school.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR -BUSINESS
1966
WE INVITE YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS
1967
MADISON CADILLAC
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341 UNION AVE. 52.6-8207
2577 POPLAR AVE. 327-8451
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OVER 50 CARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSE FROM
27 MONTH WARRANTY
his winning science project,
and looking on at right is
the Principal. Torris J.
Toney. The device, furnish-
ed in a kit by Southern Bell
Telephone and Telegraph
company. actually produces
human sounding vowels.
U.S. Marines Saluted
By Holiday's Skaters
With John LaDue as the drill Lt. John Dunn of Hartford,
sergeant, the "Glamour-IcerS"
and "Ice-Squires" of "Holiday
On Ice" present a stirring and
Conn., a Staff Sergeant last
spring, trained the "Holiday"
chorus. He was given special
rousing salute to the United permission by the Marine
States Marines in the 22nd Corps to instruct the "Holiday"
edition of the skating revue
The entire chorus brings the
aura of the parade ground and
the glitter of the dress uni-
form to the ice when they per-
form the silent "Manual of
Arms" and the "Queen Anne's
Salute" to the strains of the
"Marine Hymn," the "National
Emblem March- and "Semper
Fidelis." Executed with pre-
cision and severe correctness
the drill shows the result of
hard training and long rehear-
sals. The ceremony lends an
air of patriotism that is a
highlight of a show filled with
exciting moments.
ensemble in proper maneuv-
ers for both the marching and
rifle drills. Since promoted, Lt.
Dunn is now on duty in Viet-
nam.
There is a sense of military
smartness and exact timing to
the routine on ice. The speed
of the skating accelerates the
motion of the entire company.
It brings to mind, "Everybody
Loves A Parade."
"Holiday On Ice" comes to
Memphis for 8 performances
from Tuesday, April 4 thru
Sunday, April 9 at the Mid-
South Coliseum.
KRESS
ANNITERSART
SALE:
Once A Year Values...Greatest Ever
WIN A 1967
REBEL SST CONVERTIBLE
Get Your FREE Entry Coupon In Any Kress Store
No Purchase Necessary
cani&"LINGERIE
Kress' own brand—Laboratory tested, quality controlltd,
shrink resistant and unconditionally guaranteed.
N1
rif ae® 13 ras
miasol88c
Soft comfort and a lovely silhou-
ette gently shaped with airy
fiberfill lace cups, broadcloth
sides. A cup 32 to 36. B cup 32
to 38. White and fashion colors.
Nylon
Full Slips
cogo $166
Satiny smooth nylon tricot. with
elegant touches of embroidery.
Proportioned for perfect fit. Seam
to seam shadow panel. White and
fashion colors. Sizes 32 to 40.
Vil 111 1/4
Acetate Panties
44c
Run-proof acetate tricot makes
these panties extra special. Long
wearing, run-proof, elastic legs
and waist. Fashion colors, and
white. Sizes 5 to 10.
Conveniently Yours At Kress
Mon. & Thurs. 9:30 Tit 910
Tu•s., W•sl., Fri.
9:30 Iii 5:30
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White's Chapel News
Hello, we are back on
the scene after a short delay,
due to very hard work The
school has sponsored several
activities during the term but
our most enjoyable one was
the "Annual Talent Show,"
which was so successful until
it was repeated for parents
and patrons.
During the school year the
following persons have been
added to the teaching and
personnel staff and they are
as follows: Mrs. Cleola Boy-
land, secretary; Mrs. Betty
Ealy, special education aids;
Mrs. Mary Conner, fourth
grade; Mrs. Verlla Pittman,
special education teacher;
George W. Graham, social
studies and mathematics (sev-
enth and eighth) and Mrs.
Mildred Burse, third grade
teacher.
Several Board of Education
officials and other guests
have visited our school. They
were: Marshal Perritt and
J. Cyter Tarkington-co-ordi-
nators for federal projects;
John Derhammer-supervisor
of physical education; Ernest
Johnson-supervisor of special
education; Mrs. Odessa Tate-
supervisor of instruction, and
Mrs. Barbara Neal-supervisor
of Y-Teens.
The school year progressed
with the organizing of a Y-teen
chapter at our school. The
officers elected were: presi-
dent, Ora Jefferson vice pres-
ident , Debra Parker; sec-
retary, Charlotte Jefferson;
asst. secretary, Diane Burns
treasurer, Willie Henderson;
chaplain, Patricia Myles; ser-
geant-at arms, Emma Wright;
reporter, Mary Covington: and
faculty advisor, Mrs. Delia
Williams.
, A visiting team from the
psychology depart ment of
Memphis State university un-
der the direction of Dr. Ira
E. Krause spent November
21, 1966 with our Special Edu-
cation Department, which in-
cluded testing of students.
The team was very pleased
with the performance of stu-
dents in the Special Educationi
area.
Our band, of which we are
proud, performed in the
Christ mas parade, enter.
tained class-mates, teachers
and parent during the Christ-
mas season, with a concert.
Kurl McKenny is banmdaster.
The P.T.A. has been a great
success to our school. During
this term they have purchased
instructional and arts supplies,
remedial reading books, spe-
cial education molds, an
electric clock for the south
wing of the school building.
Thanks a million P.T.A. mem-
bers.
The Eighth • Grade Clads
I elected officers recently and
they are as follows: president,
Ora Jefferson; vice president,
Annie Pendleton, secretary,
Mary Covington; treasurer, Joe
Medlock; sergeant-a t-a r m s,
Donald Russell: chaplain
John Hardaway; and report-
ers, Willie Mae Henderson,
Patricia Ford .
Honor Roll for the Fourth,
Six Weeks were released
from principal Walter Calvin
Parks office:
Mrs. Snow 1 - 1; Sidney
Smith, Connie Morris, Carlos
Moore, Rickey Boyd, Bernard
Bobo, Lowanda Jackson.
Mrs. Walton 1 - 2; Barbara
Bretton, Dennis Cage, Mel-
Odie Hardaway, Marcellus
Harding, Brenda Green, Shir-
k, Baker, Corlis Rogers,
Terence Minion, Everlina Jef-
ferson, Wilma Lewis, Randy
Harris.
Mrs. Jones 2 - 1: Beverly
Hawkins, Barbara Jones, Fan-
nie Jackson, Shelter Baker, i
Irma Tate, Oscar Jefferson, i
David Yancy, Terry Hard- I
away Shama Russell. Patri-
cia Kelly
Mrs. Bailey 2 - Batsell
Booker, Nathan Cage, Rickey
Fleming, Cubia Jefferson,
Christine Bailey, Doris Jones,
Carolyn Row., Phyllis Scott,
Dorothy Smith, Lila Spencer.
Mrs. Burse 3 - 1; Billy
Edwards, Nancy Green, Pe-
care Jefferson, Cheryl Knox,
Alexander Steverson, Maggie
V a nn, Jacqueline Walker.
Mrs. Johnson 3 - 2; Beadle
Green, Joyce Montgomery,
Danny Cage, Patricia Ealy,
Gary Mosby, Robert Mattison,
Gloria Faulkner, Joyce Hard-
oway.
Miss Kohlheim 4 - 1; p.
rich Lloyd, Jacqueline Dan-
ridge, Henry Jones, Joyce
Goldwyn, Neverson Faulkner,
Rufus Rosa.
Mrs. Conner 4 - 2 and 5. 2;
Irma Collier, Herod Flemings,
Gussie Flemings, Debra Gil-
lespie, Melvin Green, Ammie
Jackson, Warren Lloyd, Betty
Medlock, Rosa Ross, Alfredia
Owens, Vernon Wilson.
Mrs. Covington 5 - 1; Carol
Janice Knox, Kathy Jean Scott
Jeannette Owens, James Owen
Michael Ealy, Rickey William
Joyce L. Browley, Aulirey
Mosby, DaVene Yancy, Wanda
Joyce Miller, Steve Golden.
Mrs. Cross 6 • 1; Ulanda
Booker. Marilyn Cage, Linda
Ruth Edwards, Joyce Carol
Faulkner, Charlie Haynes Jr,,
Ladrane Lewis, Marilhn De-
nise Person, Carolyn A n n
Russell, Diane Tate.
Mrs. Watson 7 - 1; Peggy
Bailey, Patrica Bates, Julia
Bowles, Gracie Collins, Larry
Hardaway, Sandra Mosby,
Maggie Owens, Larry Scott,
Chsra Sledge, Margaret Yancy
Mrs. Graham 8 -1; Linda
Evans, Ora Mae Jefferson,
Fredrick Graham, John Hard-
away, Jodie Jefferson, Joe
Medlock, Mary Covington.
Mr. Mc Kinney 8 - 2; Cle-
ophus Harbin, Charles Cage,
John Williams, Charlotte Jef-
ferson, Annie Pendelton, Em-
ma Wright.
Mrs. Pittman EMR; Willie
James Henry, Janice Boyd.
Willing Workers
Honor Secretary
The Willing Workers club
met at the home of Mrs.
Martha Boyd of 500 Tillman
st., recently, and presented a
dinner party in honor of the
secretary, Mrs. Maggie Lott.
All members of the club
were present for the dinner.
Mrs. Clara Dailey is presi-
dent of the club.
Ushers Will Meet
At Owen College
The Ushers' Union Associa-
tion will hold its regular meet-
ing on Thursday night, April
6, at the Owen college ad-
ministration building, and all
members are asked to be pres-
ent.
Charlie Walton is president
of the organization, and Mrs.
Rosie Walton chairman of
publicity.
DAC Members
Hear Reading
Members of the D. A. C.
club met recently at the home
of Mrs. Sylvester Keys of
1365 Ridgeway st., and heard
a reading by the hostess.
A solo was rendered by Mrs.
Mattie Waller, and refresh-
ments served.
New members are invited to
join the club.
The hostess for the meeting
to be held on April 19 is
Mrs. Steve Smith of 1521 Es-
till st.
Mrs. Minnie Lee Allen is
president of the club, Mrs.
Lancly Brown secretary, and
Mrs. Alberta Ford reporter.
kit_wDAISyi
NOW SHOWING!
An Explosive Drama! It is set in the South,
but is happsoing Everywhere!
Starring MICHAEL CAINE, DIAHANN CARROLL,
JANE FONDA, ROBERT HOOKS, BEAN RICHARDS
FREEDOM AWAlltD WENINREE
— Roy Wilkins, executive di-
rector of the National Asso-
ciation for the Advancement
of Colored People, was pre-
sented the 1967 Freedom
Award during a dinner held
DISCUSS ALUMNI AFFAIR
— Ladale Jones, left, who is
with the Veterans' Adminis-
tration in St. Louis, Mo., and
Walter Evans of Memphis, a
salesman, are shown in the
Office of Alumni Affairs at
RUBAIYATS TRANSPORT
BLIND . . . adult students
to classes at Georgia Ave-
nue School every Tuesday
and Thursday night. Shown
assisting the students are
recently at the Waldorf As-
toria hotel in New York
City, and presenting t ii e
award is Secretary of State
Dean Rusk, while former Sen-
ator Paul H. Douglas, chair-
man of Freedom House,
looks on at left. President
Johnson, last year's Freedom
Award recipient, sent a spe-
cial message hailing Mr. Wil-
kins as "one of the true
leaders, not only of our time,
but of all time."
Tennessee State University
where they discuss new fea-
tures of the alumni program
with Mrs. Patsy C. Petway
Mr. Jones recently transferred
from Nashville to St. Louis
with VA. Mr. Evans, treasurer
several members of the
club, Gloria Young, Beverly
Smith, Peggy Brewer, Pres-
ident, and Jewell Norment.
Students shown are Mrs.
Willie Mae Northington and
of the National Alumni asso-
ciation, was announced recent-
ly as one of 1966 "Young Men
of the Year." Mrs. Petway
assists in Alumni Affairs of-
fice at the university.
Elder Homer Savage, The
Rubalyats are raffling off
a $23.00 gift certificate
April 14, to support the
project.
NEWCOMER — Memphis
has a new addition to its
business and professional
community in the person of
Mr. Leroy ILittle, Southern
Regional executive for the
nationally-known Atlantic
Recording Company of New
York City, and its related
organizations, ATCO and
Max, among others. Mr.
Little, who has been with
the company almost a year
is the former owner of the
Independent P r o motions
Company of Norfolk, Va.
He will be in charge of
record promotions in the en-
tire South for the Atlantic
Company, one of the na-
tion's leading record dis-
tributors. His headquarters
working directly with the
Thomas Boulevard, He is
working directly witht the
McDonald Distributors of
Memphis. He is a native of
Norfolk and a graduate of
Virginia State University
Atlantic Recording Com-
pany has presented such lo-
cal stars as Carla and
Rufus Thomas, Charles
Lloyd, Sonny Stroier, Hank
Crawford, and Charles Ma-
bry. Mr. Little's immediate
superior is Mr. Henry Allen,
national promotions direc-
tor for Atlantic Records.
Mr. Ltitle is shown on the
above picture with Mr. Joe
Cuoghl, owner of Poplar
Tunes Record Shop in Mem-
phis. Mr. Little said he will
make his home in Memphis.
He is single.
HUMBOLTD NEWS
Students at Stigall High
school were rewarded recently
for their four years of efforts
when the 10 best scholars were
informed of their averages.
Patricia Douglas headed the
list with an average of 91.78,
with Shirley Ellison second
with an average of 89.56.
Completing the list of the
top ten were Brenda Bur-
nett., Charles Thomas, Al-
bert Dennis, Claude Lowery,
Deloice Cole, Fred Lucas,
Myra Lawrence and Sharon
Smith.
With 76 students, the class
of 1967 is the largest in the
history of Stigall. Class ad-
visors are Richard Slack,
Mrs. Nelda Williams and Val-
ve Pulliam. A. P. Nunn is
the principal.
Through the tireless efforts
of PTA President Mettle Fly
and the faculty, a lovely bro-
chure was edited for the
homecoming game betwPen
Stigall and Bells Elementary.
Following the playing of the
National Anthem by the high
school band, the queen and
her court, which was made
up of queens from the various
grade levels, with their es-
corts. made their entrance in
a procession to the beautiful
throne where each was placed
in regal splendor.
The classes selected the re-
sentatives by popular vote,
with Cathy Pearson as queen,
escorted by Arthur Boykins;
alternates and escorts were
Patricia Herron and Earl
Perry, Betty Ellis and Rus-
sell Sims, Sandra Currie and
Larry Walker, Barbara Yar-
brough and Urban Garrett,
and Vests Beard and Roy
Glenn.
Richard Donald was mas
-ter of ceremonies, and Bever-
ly Lowery presented the
greetings. Very interesting
games were played by both
girls and boys, and the Stig-
all teams won both. A square
dance and a drill team en-
tertained the vast crowd dur-
ing intermission.
Many former students and
friends made themselves par-
ticipants by their contributions
toward the payment of the
two pianos bought for the
two schools.
Principas Joe Clark assis-
tant principal C.C. Moody
and the committee responsi-
ble for the very successful
affair were generous in their
praise of those who coope-
rated in making the affair
a success.
The High Society Girls club
met in the home of Sharon
Newhouse with the business
conducted by the president,
Bernita Farmer, who opened
the meeting leading the girls
in their club song, "Climbing
Jacob's Ladder." Betty Don-
ald, Carrie Jellers, and Linda
Yarbrough, Stigall freshmen,
were admitted to the club.
On Good Friday before Eas-
ter, the club gave an Easter
egg hunt at the Gillespie
kindergarten.
The Joe Clarks had as their
recent guests from Dayton,
Paul Bryson, music teacher
at Jane Adams elementary,
school. and Mrs. Dorothy
Thompson. Mrs. Clark is their
sister.
The Vances have enjoyed
grandson Junius Brodnax of
Chicago, here for the spring
break.
Mrs. Audrey Wardlow is
up and about after the slow
healing of fractured bones
received in a fall in her home
on 13th st.
Henry Sims is recuperating
slowly after spending some
time at St. Mary's.
Dena Newhouse is back
home after an eye infection
sent her to the Eye, Ear,
Nose and Throat department
of Methodist hospital in
Memphis.
Humboldt wishes to extend
congratulation to Miss Bren-
da Burnett, who won the ti-
tle of "Miss Bronze West
Tennessee" in a contest spon-
sored by Delta Sigma Theta
sorority's Jackson chapter
and held at Merry High
school.
She had great poise and
control in interpreting the
flute solo, "Andalouse."
Humboldt has sent MEV
talented girls to the contest
in previous years, but this
was the first time one had
captured first prize. Miss
Burnett was given a $300
scholarship by the sorority
and gifts by business organi-
sations. She was accompanied
at the piano by Mrs. Carolyn
Garrett.
Mrs. Lucy Collier mother
of Mrs. Cottrell Thomas, lost
her brother in Cleveland, Ohio.
She was unable to attend the
funeral, but her daughter
represented the family from
Humboldt
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Mother Of Ten Kids
Has 'Lighter Burden'
Last July. Mrs. Dane Posey
and her ten children left the
small plantation area of Dun-
can, Mississippi and set out for
Memphis seeking refuge from
the cold, cruel, bitter circum-
stances to which Negroes in
such areas have long been
chained.
Now Mrs. Posey and her
hearing about Mrs. Posey, this
was one of the times we found
an opportunity to help some-
body. This is one of the basic
plans of the organization."
According to Mr. Garrett,
business manager of the Broth-
ers, "People have, donated
money, clothing and f ood
generously to the family, but at
this time the most significant
problem is a decent place for
them to live." A church affil-
iated organization rented the
room directly across the hall
from the Poseys, in order to
ing for her and her children. ;s
tore the food that the family
has received.
When asked whether anyone
tried to do anything about her
being allowed to spend her
money for necessities. Mrs.
Posey answered, "Well, I
didn't think I was supposed
to pay him out of my welfare
check, so I told the welfare
woman. who had been com-
plaining that she did not see
what I Was doing with my
check.
"She talked to the bossman
and he said that he would let
me have food and clothing, but uidence in
 the Memphis min-
im did not keep his promise." munity. S
he added. "I didn't
The young woman, separated
from her husband 3 years be-
fore coming to Memphis, ex-
plained that each time she got
her check, she signed it and
had to turn it over to the
Although she has found only
a slight refuge, Mrs. Posey in
her very religious manner
feels a very profound affinity
with a Divine Power. She
stated, "I knew at the begin
ning I was close to God, but l
I see a space that I can get
closer to Him."
Floyd Garrett. Jr . Edward,
Parker, Jr., and State Repre-
sentative J. 0. Patterson, Jr.,
carried with them spark of
hope — groceries and plans
for locating suitable living
conditions for the Poseys.
Willie Rounds, President of
children ages ranging from 
the organization, said, "After
5-18 years old, occupy one
cluttered, crude room in an
old dilapidated two-story. imi-
tation brick apartment build-
ing at 283 Cynthia, which is
a far cry from a haven.
One discernible difference
between the old life in Missis-
sippi and the new life in Mem-
phis is Mrs. Posey's new in-
dependence. She is no longer
faced with the problem of
her "bossman" (referring to
the plantation owner) taking
the check she received from
the welfare and leaving noth-
The contributions that have
been made and that are still
being made have given the
other of ten an assured eon
know that I was so honored. I
was honored so that I couldn't
help from shedding tears.
"No one knows what a heavy
burden was lifted off me. I
felt that every one who came
plantation owner." I'm backwas my brother and my sis- ,
She added, "I just got fed ter:, you hipped
up and decided to come to
Memphis to better my condi- Pointing to a nearby tablel Manassas 
is proud
tion." Mrs. Posey remarked. Gold and Bl
ue. To us.
Recently a group of young would like to get on a big
men representing the Brothers) table in a big crowd of people
Incorporated, visited the des-land just say how thankful I
titute family. These men,' am."
BROTHERS TO THE RES-
CUE — Members of the
Brothers, Inc., were among
those who came to the aid
— — —
of a sick mother and her
10 children, and seen here
the organiza-representing
tion in the woman's one-
Manassas High School
gradually getting
on where its at.
of it's
it is a
symbol of prosperity. I'm proud
to present our Gold and Blue
to one of your most prosperous
social clubs — The Barons
News
which Percy Hull serves as
president. The blue spotlight'
shines on a very outstanding
young man. He is a member of
the 12-10 homeroom under Mr.
C. Jackson. Around campus he
Is affiliated with the Baron's
Social Club and is president of
the Student Council. We know
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room at 281 Cynthia, are,
from left, Edward Parker,
Jr., Floyd Garrett, Jr., and
State Representative J. 0.
Patterson, Jr. The woman,
Mrs. Dane Posey, is seen
chatting with Representa-
tive Patterson.
him as Mr. Robert L. Reed.
I Robert resides at 1283 Breed-
love with his mother and step-
father. Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
Haynes. He attends St. James
AME Church where he is direc-
tor of the teen choir. Congratu-
lations Roberts, keep up the
good work.
Coolest on Campus
Robert Reed, James Lee,
Curtis Eubanks, Melvin Hall,
James Bradford, and Wilbert
Triggs.
The Coolers
Dorothy Eubanks, Elaine Cox
Barbara Anderson, Edna In-
gram, Billie Thomas, Gwen
,1 Bowen
In Appreciation run.
Klein To Fight
For 'Payment'
For Al Bianchi
To us the library is a "Cen-
ter of Knowledge." With the
everyday knowledge continuing
to flow in. it is not an easy
, task to keep it all together
but Manassas was blessed with
two fine librarians that know
how to handle this situation.
They are Mrs. Thelma John-
son, serving her sixth year and
Mrs. Ruth T. Logan serving
her second year. I'm positive
they enjoy working with us as
much as we enjoy having them.
We Tigers Are glad they came
our way.
So this is Pat Jones saying
"stay cool" while I'm gone.
And if you'd "Close your Eyes"
I may be back sooner.
SPACE HOUSE
CLEANING COMPANY
Floors Cleaned, and
Polished $5.00 and up
No Space too Small
or too large
Horne and Industrial Maintenance
Call JIMMIE BEARD
Of
JAMES C. HILL
274-4114
President Dick Klein of the
Chicago Bulls said Tuesday he
would fight to obtain some
payment from the new Seattle
team in return for Al Bianchi,
but that he would not "do
anything to hurt basketball
or Bianchi."
Bianchi, assistant to coach
John Kerr of the Bulls for the
team's first season in the
National Basketball Associa-
tion, signed a three-year con-
tract to coach the Seattle
'team. His "personal services"
contract with the Bulls has
two years and five months to
"I'll go to court only as the
last resort," Klein said. "One
thing I won't do is anything to
hurt basketball or Bianchi.
."Al did such a great job with
us, I don't want to jeopardize
his future with the league.
I'm sure he'll have a good
team, and I want him to, so
when he comes in here to
play us. there'll be coin peti-
tion to get the fans cut."
Klein said he would ask
NBA commissioner Walter Ken
nedy to appoint a committee
of owners to study the dis-
pute between the Bulls and
the Seattle club, and added he
would accept a decision of
such a committee as final.
"If Kennedy decides this is
not a concern of the league,"
he said, "I have no recourse
but to sue for the validity of
the contract. But not to release
Al would not be good for
basketball."
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of the National Honor Society
held its annual induction cere-
monies recently in the Hamil-
ton High School Auditorium.
Theme of the program was
"Destination Success."
Sgt. Major James Powers
conducted the installation with
Stancie Turner speaking in be-
half of himself and the other
inductees. Paula Briggs intro-
duced the speaker for the oc-
casion, Dr. Hollis F. Price.
President of LeMoyne College.
Other participants on the
program were Emma May-
weather who recognized the
visitors and also sang a solo;
Rita Finley presented the of-
ficers of the society; Barbara
Dortch made the presentation
of the award Myrtle Greer
listed the achievements of the
honor society.
Remarks were made by Har-
ry T. Cash, principal of Hamil-
ton High and for whom the
Honor Society is named.
Officers of the Harry T.
Cash National Honor Society
are Barbara Dortch, President;
Paula Briggs, Vice-President;
Lois W 11 hams, Secretary;
Emma Mayweather. Treasurer
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'Miss City Federation'
To Be Crowned Sunday
Music lovers from all parts
of the Tri-State area will be
in Bruce Hall on the LeMoyne
college campus next Sunday
afternoon, April 9, for a pre-
sentation by the II Cantorium
Concert Singers, starting at
4 p.
The program is being spon-
sored by the City _Federation
of Colored Women's Clubs for
the benefit of its scholarship
and clubhouse funds.
A highlight of the program
will be the crowning of a "Miss
City Federation."
Three young women are
seeking the title. They are
Miss Danis McWilliams, spon-
sored by the Busy Bee club,
of which Mrs. Blanche Davis
is president; Miss Dianne
Wheeler, representing the La
Bos Desoie club, Miss Freddie
Jones, president, and Miss
Charlotte King, a student at
Owen college, sponsored by
the Queen sther club, Mrs.
Georgia Smith, president.
The II Cantorium Singers
include all professional musi-
cians who banded together
because of their love for clas-
sics and religious music.
Officers of the City Feder-
ation of Colored Women's
Clubs are Mrs. Zana R. Ward,
president ;Miss Freddie Jones
secretary, and Mrs. Mary L.
Robinson, chairman of publicit
Author To Review His
'Black Anglo Saxon'
DENMARK, S. C. — Dr.
Nathan Hare. of Howard Uni-
versity, will be a guest at
Voorhees. College on Thursday.j
He will review his book, "The'
Black Anglo Saxon," in the 1
recreation room of the New
Men's Residence 'Hall.
Hare, a native of Oklahoma,
was born near Slick, a place
reputed to be a stone's throw
from one of the hideout caves
of the Dalton Boys. He attend-
ed the public schools of that
section and later earned the
A.B. degree at Langston Uni-
versity, the M.A. and Ph.D,
degrees at the University of Chi-
cago.
The son of a former share-
cropper, Dr. Hare was included,
in the 1965 edition of "Outstand-
ing Young Men of America"'
and is presently chairman of
the Task Force on Demographic
and Communal Characteristics
for Columbia University study
dealing with t h e Washington,
D. C. School System.
His other publications include
articles written for the Negro
Digest, Liberator, Phylon Re-
view, Social Forces, Negro His-
tory Bulletin, Crime and Delin-
quency, Journal of Negro Edu-
cation, Flamingo, The Under-
ground, Civil Liberties Bulletin
and Western Review.
Dr. Hare will complete two
books in the near future — one
dealing with professional fight-
ers (he won four trophies as
an amateur and two of three
professional fights) and another
which is a satire on the race
issue.
Hare is president of the How-
ard University Chapter of
AAUP. The noted educator will
read a paper at the August
meeting of the American Soci-
ological Association.
Needle Craft Club
Plans Sunday Tea
The Needle Craft Sewing
club will present its nanual
Tea and Fashion Show on
Sunday. April 9, at the Sigma
Gamma Rho Sorority house
at 805 Saxon ave. from 4 to
6 p. m.
Mrs. Odessa Mitchell is pres
ident of the club, and Mrs.
Vera Moton reporter.
Students Inducted Into
Hamilton Honor Society
The Harry T. Cash Chapter Carolyn Abron and Denise
Sims, Business Managers; Yo-
landa Wright, Chaplain; Eva
Tharp. Parliamentarian; Bev-
erly Spight, Sgt. at Arms;
Rita Finley, Reporter and
Myrtle Greer Historian.
Students inducted into the so-
ciety at the program were
Carl Barber, Mozella Black,
Cynthia Bowers, William Cal-
lan, Marsha Chandler, Arm-
lene Curtis. Linda Fixer,
Daisy Hodge. Lisa Massey,
Robbie Scott. Jeanette Sheilds,
Susan Stevenson, Stancie Turn-
er, Phyllis Walters, and Char-
lotte Wilson.
Junior High students who
were inducted and are called
Honorlites are Vicke Floyd,
Shermeen Caldwell, Patricia
Clark and Chew Shannon.
Hostesses at the program
were Glenda Taylor, Shirley
Stewart, Karen Sanderlin, Rita
Baptist, Phyllis McDonald,
Brenda Bowen, Trudy Fifer,
Valerie Simmons, Linda Mose-
ly, Deborah Satterfield, Sharon
Luster, Wilma Ingram and Rita
Jackson.
Mrs. Ruth Beauchamp and
Mrs. Lillian Campbell are Ad-
visitors to the Honor Society.
Joseph Wilkerson is Assistant
Principal of Hamilton High
School,
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